








THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF 
ETHNOLOGICAL THEORY 

by Leslie A .  White 

Scicnce consists essentially of concepts and ways of dealing with concepts. 
These conccpts interact with onc another in the minds of individuals and in 
the social life of the scientific community. Science grows as new concepts are 
formcd in thc process of interaction between concepts and the external 
world, on the one hand, and interaction among concepts themselves, on the 
other. As concepts interact among themselves, new combinations and syn- 
theses-i.e., ncw concepts-are formcd. 

Scientific conccpts, as well as concepts in general, may be regarded as a 
distinct order of phenomena, resident in their human carriers. They diffuse 
from one people or rcgion to another, and thcy flow through time from one 
generation and age to another. The realm of scientific concepts may be 
considered as a process sui gcneris in which concepts beget concepts. Thus, 
concepts held by Galilco and laws formulated by Keplerl were synthesized 
in the nervous system of Newton to form laws of motion and gravitation. 
In October, 1838, Darwin tells us in his autobiographic sketch, concepts 
derived from Malthus' essay on population were integrated by him with 
other concepts that had come from many sources, past and contemporary. 
Up to that time Darwin had wrestled with the problem of new species with- 
out success. But whcn the Malthusian conccpt was integrated with others in 
his mind, "here then," he wrote, "I[ had at last got a theory by which to 
work" (Darwin, 1896, I, 68). Later, Mendelian concepts were added to 
Darwinism to form still further biological theory. The experiments of 
Faraday, the mathematical formulations of Clerk Maxwell, the mechanical 
inventions of Hertz, the invention of the radio by Marconi constitute a 
related sequence of conccpts. And so it is in every area of scientific activity: 
concepts interact with the external world and among thcmsclves; new con- 
cepts are formed. 

But suppose that elements of a different order arc introduced into this 
- --- 
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conceptual process? Suppose that Newton's religion or Dcscartcs' person- 
ality were considered to be an integral part of their respective contributions 
to mathematics so that these contributions would be evaluated in tcrms of 
religious beliefs or of personality. Suppose that allegiance to a capitalistic 
or a communist system were injectcd into biology, as was done by Lyscnko. 
The scientist, as a scientist, would protcst. One can no morc talk scnsibly 
about Christian mathematics or con~munist biology than of swcct triangles 
or melancholy cubes. 

Aspirin, the trade name of an acetate of salicylic acid, is composcd of 
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen (Cf,HsOl). I t  has distinctive pharmacologi- 
cal properties because its component parts are interrelated in ccrtain propor- 
tions and within a ccrtain configuration. Aspirin is aspirin whether manu- 
factured and sold by a Caucasian capitalist or a Mongolian communist. But 
the "makers" (i.e., merchants) of aspirin try to pcrsuadc buyers that 
Alpha's aspirin is better than that made by Bcta, or Gamma; attcmpt is 
made to introduce a nonpharn~acological factor into a pharn~acological 
process and product. Much the samc sort of thing takes placc occasionally 
in scientific comnlunities: scientific ivork-selection and rejcction of prem- 
ises, procedures, and goals-and the evaluation of results are sometimcv 
profoundly affected by nonscientific factors such as personality, race, and 
nationality. This influence is all thc morc intensc and effective when thcsc 
factors are organized in the form of "schools." 

I n  cultural anthropology, as in other sciences, we find conceptual pro- 
cesses in operation in which premises and goals are determined, and results 
evaluated, by the concepts and logic of science. But we aIso find social 
organizations-schoo1s-of ethnological theory which closely integrate such 
nonscientific factors as personality, nationality, and race with scientific con- 
cepts such as evolution, diffusion, indcpcndcnt development, integration, 
determinism, choicc, and Iaw. Thesc schools arc by their very naturc decep- 
tive. They make it appcar and would havc everyone believe that their choicc 
of premises and goals has bcen determined by scientific considerations and 
that the valuc of their rcsults is measured by the yardsticks of scicncc alone. 

This is definitely not thc casc, as we shall latcr demonstrate. We arc not 
accusing members of schools of an intent to deceive; they arc obviousIp 
sincere. Their sincerity and group loyalty tcnd, however, to persuade and 
consequently to dcccive. It is inlpossible to understand much of the work in 
ethnological theory without taking social organization-schools-into ac- 
count. Viewed in the light of social organization-of personalities organized 
into groups-things that are otherwise incomprchensible or cvcn incrcdiblc 
become clear. We shall attempt to demonstrate our thesis by a consideration 
of two schools of ethnological theory, those of Franz Boas and A. R. Rad- 
cliffe-Brown. 

In our examination of these schools, we undertake to appraise the schol- 
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arly accomplishments of their leaders and followers; to compare our apprais- 
als with those offered by adherents and by scholars who are not members of 
the schools; to draw inferences co~lcerning the nature of social relationships 
between leaders and followers; and to describe various aspects of the person- 
alities of both leaders and followers. One who follows procedures such as 
these incurs the risk of being accused of indulging in ~lonschoIarly, personal 
attacks upon those whom he discusses. Such a charge is, in fact, expectable 
and completely in keeping with the thesis of this essay. We wish to slate 
that no personal attacks are intended, and to repeat that the objective of 
this essay is to present an interpretation of the role of schools in the develop- 
ment of ethnological theory. 

The Boas School 

(Franz Boas was born in Minden, Westphalia in 1858, the sou. of a pros- 
perous business man. He attended universities at Heidelberg, Bonn and Kiel, 
receiving his doctorate at Kiel in 1881. He majored in physics and mathe- 
matics, but changed, while still a student, to physical and cultural geography. 
He spent a year, 1883-84, in BaffinIand in geographical exploration and 
ethnological researches. In 1886 he made his first field trip to the North 
Pacific Coast. From 1888 to 1892 he taught anthropology at Clark Univer- 
sity. He served as curator at the American Museum of Natural History from 
1896 to 1905. In 1896 he was appointed lecturer in physical anthropology 
at Columbia University. Three years later he became Professor of Anthro- 
pology at Columbia, where he remained until his retirement in 1937. He 
engaged extensively in researches in physical anthropology, ethnology, and 
linguistics for many years. He  was elected to the National Academy of Sci- 
ences and to the presidency of the American Association for the ~ d v a n c e l  
merit of Science. He died in New York in 1942 [Kroeber, 1943; Herskovits, 
19531.) 

Many voices have been raised in protest against use of the word "school" 
in connection with Boas. "There is no 'Boas school,' and never has been in 
the sense of a definable group following a definable, selective program" 
(Kroeber, 1935, p. 540). (Redfield [1937, p. x] cites this statement with 
approval.) The "term 'Boas school' . . . is a misnomer" (Herskovits, 1953, 
p. 23). "Herskovits' insistence that there was no 'Boas school' is especially 
commendable" (Lowie, 1954, p. 47) .  ". . . there is no Boas school . . ." 
(Mead, 1959a, p. 31). ". . . I do not believe that there ever was such a 
'school' . . ." (Strong, 1953, p. 394). 

But it is interesting to note that some of the very persons who have denied 
the existence of a Boas school have, along with others, spoken freely of such 
a group. Kroeber (1931b, p. 248) refers to ". . . the heart of the Boas 
school" (see also Kroeber, 1931a, p. 260) .  Lowie discusses "The Boas 
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school" in The History of Ethnological Theory (1937, p. 136; see also 
Lowie, 1920a, p. 454). Others who have objected to this term but have 
nevertheless used it arc Edward Sapir, "Boas and his school . . ." (1912, 
p. 461; see also Sapir, 1920, p. 377); Paul Radin (1933, pp. xii, 5, 7, 24, 
261 ) ; and Leslie Spier, "the school . . . founded by Boas" (193 1, p. 457). 
Goldenweiser (1941, p. 158) not only speaks of a "Boas school," but tells 
us who its members, "in the narrow sense," were: "Robert H. Lowie, Paul 
Radin, Edward Sapir, G. Speck, Truman Michelson, and A, A. Golden- 
weiser." In the third edition of their Inrl-ocluction to A~zthropology (1965, 
p. 715), Beals and Hoijer also refer to "Boas and his school." 

Although Herskovits "insists" that there was no Boas school, he givcs us 
a very good description of it: 

The four decades of the tenure of his professorship at  Columbia gave a con- 
tinuity to his teaching that permitted him to develop students who eventually 
made up the greater part of the significant professional core of American anthro- 
pologists, and who came to man and direct most of the major departments of 
anthropology in the United States. In their turn, they have traincci the students 
who . . . have continued in the tradition in which their teachers were trained 
( 1 9 5 3 , ~ .  6 5 ) .  

Kroeber did not merely assert that there never has been a Boas school; he 
tells us why such a group could not have existed: "It is evident that for a 
school to be such it must have something of the quality of a cult. There must 
be a positive creed or dogma or slogan. The cxcess of negative component 
in Boas' intellectual make-up would have tended to prevent such a forma- 
tion" (Kroeber, 1956, p. 157). We may grant the "excess of negative com- 
ponent in Boas' inteIlcctual make-up," but we believe elements of a cult arc: 
easily discernible. 

In defining 'cult,' Webster's New Interrzational Dictionary uses such 
phrases as "a system of worship," "great or excessive devotion to some 
person, idea, or thing," "a body of followers, practitioners, or worshipper$." 

Kroeber, who denies the existence of a Boas school nevertheless tells us 
that Boas "was literally worshipped by some of those who came under his 
influence" (Kroeber, 1943, p. 23). To Lowie, Boas was "my revered 
teacher" (Lowie, 1944a, p. 334). 1 have personally heard Lowie speak of 
Boas in these terms several times. Lowie (1922, p. 235) also refers to 
". . . all who sat at Prof. Boas' feet . . ." Gene Weltfish (1959, p. 9 )  "sat at 
the feet of the great Franz Boas" when she was a student at Barnard College. 
Boas was Herskovits' "revered master" says Lowie in his review of Hersko- 
vits' biography of Boas (Lowie, 1954, p. 47) .  Section $11 of Goldenv~eiser's 
"Recent Trends in American Anthropology" (1941) is devoted to the 
"Disciples" of Boas. Lowie (1947, p. 315) speaks of Boas' "disciples," 
and Radin (1939, p. 303) refers to ". . . all Boas' disciples." Melville 
Jacobs (1959, pp. 123, 126,129, 131, 136) uses the word disciple repeat- 
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cdly. The Revcrcnd Joseph J. Williams, S. J .  (1936, p. 203), who might 
be expected to be discriminating in his use of terms pertaining to religion, 
speaks of Boas' followers as "his disciples," whose "permanent loyalty" 
was "effectively established" by Boas. "Once the contact [between student 
and Boas] is formed," said Goddard (1 926, p. 316), "a relation of master 
and disciple grows up and in nearly every case continues . . . men and 
women who werc studying at Columbia, came within the field of Professor 
Boas' attractions, and forsook all to follow him." One recalls another 
revered Tzachcr for whom Fishermen dropped their nets that they might 
follow him. 

It should not be difficult to predict the conception of Boas' role in anthro- 
pological science held by his disciples. "In the beginning was Boas . . .," 
thus May Edel begins The Story of  People, Anthropologj~ for Young People 
(1953) in a chapter on "Papa Franz," one section of which is entitled 
"Anthropology Begins." "Although Herskovits occasionally refers to pre- 
cursors and contemporaries [in Franz Boas: The Science of Man i n  the 
Nln/i.irrg] ," says Lowie (1 954, p. 47), "there are times when Boas is assigned 
the role of a mythical culture-hcro, bringing light out of Cimmerian dark- 
ness." Goldenweiser (1 941, p. 153) is more explicit: "To anthropology in 
this country Franz Boas, the 'Man,' came as such a culture-hero." Benedict 
(1943b, p. 61) sees Boas bringing order out of chaos: "He found anthro- 
pology a collection of wild guesses and a happy hunting ground for the 
romantic lover of primitive things; he left it a discipline in which theories 
could be tested . . ." Kroeber says that Boas "found anthropology a play- 
field and jousting ground of opinion: he left it a science , . ." (1952a, p. 
146). Spier says, ". . . so far as anthropology is a science he [Boas] made 
it one" (1943, p. 108; 1959, p. 146). La Barre (1949, p. 156) calls Boas 
the "father of Amcrican anthropology." 

Members of the Boas school have advanced and reiterated the thesis that 
it was field work that undermined the theoretical work of their predecessors, 
specifically, theories of cultural evolution. Thus, Steward observes that the 
field work of twentieth century anthropologists "tested and cast doubt on 
the validity" of "the specific evolutionary formulations of such writers as 
Morgan and Tylor . . ." (1949, p. I ;  he repeats this observation in 
Steward, 1955, p. 15).  Herskovits (1933, pp. 67, 72; 1937, p. 259), Sapir 
(1930, p. 377), Hoebel (1958, pp. 61 1-12), and others subscribe to this 
thesis. Members of the Boas school have often pictured their predecessors 
as armchair philosophers-or "closet philosophers," as Sapir (1920, p. 
377) called them. The field of cultural evolutionism was a "happy hunting 
ground for the exercise of the creative imagination" (Goldenweiser, 1921, 
p. 5 5 ) .  

"With Boas, anthropology planted its feet firmly upon empiricism" 
(HoebeI, 1958, p. 612). "Boas must be understood, first of all, as a field 
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worker" (Lowie, 1937, p. 131). So generaIly has this view been accepted 
that we find a British social anthropologist, Meyer Fortes, attributing "a 
change which determined the whole course of anthropological studies in the 
twentieth century" to Boas, who "by the end of the [nineteenth] century 
. . . had established the method of systematic field work by professional 
anthropologists as the basis of American anthropology" (Fortes, 1951, p. 
338). These statements disregard the fact that competent scientific field 
work had been established as a tradition in American anthropology long 
before Boas' influence was felt. Lewis H. Morgan did intensive field work 
among the Iroquois in the 1840's, and extensive work among Plains tribes 
years later (see White, ed., 1959) ."t its inception in 1879, the Archaeo- 
logical Institute of Anlerica asked Morgan to outline a program of field 
research. And the Bureau of American Ethnology emphasized field work 
from the start (1879). One need only mention such names as Frank H. 
Cushing, Matilda Coxe Stevenson, Albert S. Gatschet, Washington 
Matthews, J. Owen Dorsey, James Mooney, Adolph F. Bandelier, W. J .  
McGee, Alice Fletcher, and J .  N. B. Hewitt to indicate how extensively field 
work was carried on in the United States before, or independently of, Boas' 
influence, 

Boas spent a year, 1883-84, in Baffinland. "Besides the mere geographi- 
cal work, which took most of my time," he wrote (1884, p. 271), "I made 
ethnographical collections and observations." The result of this expedition 
was a number of articles on geography and ethnology, of which The Cenfrnl 
Eskimo (1 888) is the principal item. 

Boas did some ethnographic and linguistic work in the Southwest and 
other areas also, but the bulk of his research was on the Northwest Coast. 
He  spent "more than 50 years . . . [in] Kwakiutl and Northwest Coast 
work"; his "publications total more than 10,000 printed pages," of which 
5,255 were devoted to "major" works on the Kwakiutl (Codere, 1959, pp. 
73, 61, 62). Over 4,000 of these pages, however, were produced by two 
Indians, George Hunt and Henry W. Tate, who were trained by Boas and 
who worked under his direction for many years. What does this great nlacs 
of material consist of? 

In the thousands of pages of Boas' monographs on the Kwakiutl we find 
an immense amount of raw material, but very littIe else. "The essence of his 
method," says Radin (1939, p. 301), "was . . . to  gather facts and ever 
more facts . . . and permit them to speak for themselves." Thus we find 
hundreds and hundreds of pages of texts and translations of myths, legends, 
descriptions of arts and crafts, ceremonies, folk beliefs and practices, and 
just plain odds and ends (see White, 1963a, pp. 21-30). In  the Ethrzology 
of the Kwakiutl (749 pp.), we find 155 recipes for cooking fish, along with 
data on hunting and fishing, "beliefs and customs," and miscellany, But no 
interpretation is included. "It is easy to go through a thousand pages of his 
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[Boas'] monographs without encountering a line of interpretation" (Lowie, 
1947, p. 316). Marcel Mauss (1909) found the title of Boas' The K+rjakiutl 
of  Vaneorrver Island "somewhat misleading." "It is not a new monograph 
on the Kwakiutl. . . . We have here merely a fragmcnt of a study of their 
material civilization, and, more particularly, of their industrial and esthetic 
arts," he observes in his review in L'Annc;e Sociologiqlle (my translation). 
The Religion of the Kwakiritl It?diat~s is not a systematic treatise on the 
religion of the Kwakiutl, but consists of tcxts and tra~lslations of miscellane- 
ous data on shamanism, mythological concepts, prayers, medical treatment 
for burns, etc. Regarding this work, Radin (1933, p. 65) observes that Boas 
fails to L'add one single word by way of explanatio~l of specific details that 
are quite meaningless without annotation." I t  is no wonder that Konrad 
Theodor Preuss, while "acknowledging the unique amplitude of [Boas'] 
Kwakiutl material, wondered what it all meant" (Lowie, 1944b, p. 62).  

It is fairly clear that Boas never really understood Icwakiutl culture, or, 
at least, Kwakiutl social organization. Did the Kwakiutl have clans (gentes)? 
In 1889, after two field trips to the Northwest Coast, Boas reported that 
"the tribes of thc northwest coast of America are all divided into gentes" 
(Boas, 1889~1, p. 202). For some years thereaEter Boas speaks of the clans, 
or gentes, of the Kwakiutl; the word clan appears i11 translations of texts in 
The Kwakirrfl of Vancozlver. Islnnd (1909, pp. 433, 435). By 1920, how- 
ever, he had abandoned the terms clan and gens because they were "mis- 
leading," and used the Kwakiutl term rzrlrnaym instead, but did not define 
numaym. When "The Growth of Indian Mythologies" (1 896) was reprinted 
in Race, Language aijcl Cu1fro.e (1940), "division" was substituted for 
"clan." Did the KwakiutI then have clans or not? Two of Boas' most dis- 
tinguished students interpret Boas in exactly opposite ways. Goldenweiser: 
"Being important in all tribes [on the Northwest Coast], the clan reaches its 
n~aximunl development among the Kwakiutl" (Goldenweiser, 1933, p. 223; 
written in 1910). Lowie: "The Kwakiutl of Vancouvcr . . . are without 
clans" (Lowie, 1948b, p. 259). 

If the Kwakiutl did have clans, were they exogamous o r  not? In 1890, 
Boas (1890, p. 828) believed that the clans were exogamous. A year later 
he reported: "The gentes are not exogamous" (Boas, 1891, p. 610). Within 
a few years, however, he decided that the clans were exogamous (Boas, 
1897, p. 334, and 1898a, p. 122). 1 interpret a passage in "The Social 
Organization of the Kwakiutl," written in 1920, to mean that the groupings 
in question were not exogamous. It is, perhaps, not surprising to find eth- 
nologists interpreting Boas differently. Goldenweiser (1933, p. 221) asserts 
that Kwakiutl clans "are not exogamous," and, in a footnote, he cites a 
"personal communication from Boas" to support this view. Irving Goldman 
(1937, p. 195), in his essay on Kwakiutl culture, says that "the Kwakiutl 
numayms are exogamous." 
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Werc the Kwakiutl patrilineal or matrilineal? Boas had trouble here, also. 
In a report on his investigations in IS88 (1889a, p. 202) he stated that a 
Kwakiutl child belonged to the gens of the father, But in another report for 
the same year ( 1 SS9b, p. 237), he says that a child follows his father's gens 
"as a rule . . . but he may alvo acquire his mother's gens." A year or so 
later Boas decided that the Kwakiutl were in a transitional stage "from 
maternal to paternal institutions" (1890, pp. 838, 829) .  In his report on 
field work for 1890 (1891, p. 609) he states that "thc child does not 
belong by birth to the gens of his father or mother. . . . Generally each 
child is made a membcr of another gens." Boas then reversed himself on an 
earlier point and argued that the Kwakiutl were in transition from patriliny 
to matriliny (1897, pp. 334-335). Finally, in 1920 he states that "a child 
could be assigned to his father's numaym, to his mother's or to still somc 
other" (1 920, p. 1 16). Boas' thesis that the Kwakiutl were changing from 
patrilineal to matrilineal descent was used by some of his students to eon- 
tradict evolutionist theory, which held to the priority of matriliny. 

It seems highly probable that Boas was confronted with ambilineal, 
rather than unilineal, lineages among the Kwakiutl, i s . ,  lineages in which a 
child might belong either to his mother's line or to his father's line. Since the 
concept of ambilineal lineages was not current in ethnology at that time, hc 
apparently decided that the Kwakiutl were in a stage of transition from one 
kind of descent to another. He was followed in this interpretation by various 
of his students or co-workers: Goldenweiser (1914, p. 420), Swanton 
(1904, p. 479; 1905, p. 671), Benedict (1934, pp. 185-186, 227-28). 
Reichard ( I  938, p. 425), and others. 

"The social organization of the Kwakiutl is very difficult to understand," 
Boas wrote after four or five field trips (1 89 1 ,  p. 608). Great "obstacles to 
a clear understanding" of their social organization still remained in 1920 
(Boas, 1920, p. I I I ) , after more than thirty years of investigation. 

One of thc best known of Boas' ethnographic findings in the Northwest 
Coast is the potlatch, a soeio-ceremonial ritual in which wealth is dis- 
tributed-and at times destroyed-to validate or enhance status or rank. 
Boas' description of this ritual (Boas, 1897) was later reprinted in Source 
Book it7 Antl~ropology, edited by A. L. Kroeber and T. T. Waterman 
(Berkeley, 1920; New York, 1931 ) .  It has been described in numerous 
textbooks and, in Benedict's Patterrrs of Crrltrire, it has been made known 
to untold thousands of readers. 

Boas presentcd the potlatch as an economic institution: "The economic 
system . . . finds its expression in the so-called 'potlatch' "; the "under- 
lying principle is that of the interest-bearing investment of property" (Boas, 
1 899, p. 681 ; 1897, p. 341 ) . It has been described in terms of usury (Bene- 
dict, 1934, p. 184) ,  credit, and capitalism (Radin, 1927, p. 326). I believe 
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it is unfortunate that a ritual should have been described, in the terminology 
of Western capitalistic society, as an cconomic institution. 

Boas' description of the potlatch seems also to have been i~laccurate. It 
has been pointed out that the system could not work if every borrower 
returned the loan with 100 percent interest. Kroeber treats this shortcoming 
lightly: "Boas' fault," lie says ( 1956, p. 152), "is not that he never knew 
better-he undoubtediy did-but that he never- look the time to re-explain 
the system." Boas' treatment of potlatching among the Kwakiutl was clefi- 
cient in still another rcspect: "Boas certainly ltncw about play potlatching," 
says Codere (1  956, p. 344), "although he did not publish anything about it. 
It was one of the many things hc had still to conlmunicate about th2 
ICwakiutl." 

In his descriptions of the social organization of the Northwest Coast Boas 
bequeathed to ethnology another misrepresentation, namely, that the tribes 
were divided into classes-nobles, commoners, and slaves (Boas, 1890, pp, 
823-830; 1891, p. 569; 1906, p. 242) .  Boas has been followed in this inter- 
pretation by Radin ( 1  927, p. 322),  Goldenu7ciser (1922, pp. 54-55), and 
others. Lowic (1920b, pp. 351, 353, 389) uses Boas' description of class 
structure on the Northwest Coast to refute the "palpable nonsense" of Lewis 
I-I. Morgan, who maintained that American Indian society was democratic. 

Helen Coderc, a relatively recent student of the Kwakiutl, tells us that 
Boas regarded Kwakiutl society as "classless," and that after 1920 "he 
described tfie KwakiutI as classless" (Codere, 1957, pp. 474, 485). In "Thc 
Social Organization of the Tribes of the North Pacific Coast," (1924). 
however, Boas distinguishes five classes among the Bella Bella (p. 331), 
and speaks of "the nobility" (p. 329) and '%aristocracy of the tribes" (p. 
33 1 ) . In 1937 Lowie asserts-again contravening Morgan's thesis of 
democracy in aboriginal America-that "slavery and class stratification 
were thoroughly established for British Columbia" (Lowie, 1937, p. 57; 
see a similar argument in Lowie, 1936b, p. 170). In an essay published in 
1938 under the editorship of Boas, Julius Lips (1938, pp. 511-12) speaks 
of "chiefs, nobility, middle class, bondsmen, and slaves" among the tribes 
of the Northwest Coast, and cites Boas' 1924 paper on "The Social Orgarii- 
zation. . ." as authority. In 1952, Herskovits, one of the most faithful 
followers of Boas, speaks of "a relatively stable class system composed of 
nobIes, commoners, and slaves" among the Kwakiutl ( 1952, p. 476). 

Boas' conception of the class structure of tribes of the Northwest Coast 
became fairly well established in American ethnology, but his description of 
their social organization in the terms of modern Western culture as nobles, 
commoners, slaves seems quite unwarranted. In Western culture this hizr- 
archy was characterized by political subjection and economic exploitation by 
force of one class by another. In  the Northwest Coast the so-called slaves 
were prisoners of war, and the "nobility" had no monopoly, or near monop- 
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oly, of political and economic power. Boas' caricature of Indian tribal society 
is exposed by Goldenweiser: ". . . the econon~ic position and daily life of 
the . . . slave does not greatly differ from that of his owner. The slaves live 
in the houses with the other people, they eat with them, work, hunt and maki: 
war 011 a par 1vit7r the others. I t  is ordy oil occa.sions wlrere social prestige 
nt~rl c~reirronial prerogntives are itzvol~.ed tlrnt tlre disnbilities of the slcrve 
heconzr cotlspicrrozts" (Goldenweiser, 1922, p. 55, emphasis mine; s?c 
White, 1959n, pp. 199-202, for further discussion of this point). 

"Every detail-ling~~istic, physical, archaeological and cuItural-was, i t  
seemed to him [Boas], grist for his mill" (Benedict, 1943b, p. 60). There 
are, however, many significant omissions in Boas' ethnographic work. We 
have already noted the case of play potlatching. Boas "presented relatively 
little material to work with on the more anliable side of Kwakiutl life, . ." 
(Codere, 1956, p. 336). "In almost none of Boas' writings or in those of 
George Hunt is the ribald in Kwakiutl life visible" (Codcre, 1959, p. 69) .  
He "neither recorded nor caused to be recorded much about informal be- 
havior, as distinct from formal public affairs, myths, family histories, and 
such surely cultural matters" (Codere, 1959, p. 69) .  A few pages on term? 
of relationship in Tsirnshiatr Mythology (1916, pp, 489-495) constitute his 
principal reference to this important subject. In the preparation of his mono- 
graph Alcohol the Northwest Const Indirrtw (1954), Lemert states that 
he "searched his [Boas'] writings at length for some reference to Kwakiutl 
drinking but with no success. This is extremely puzzling to me in the light 
of the obvious existence of the whiskey feasts among the Kwakiutl" (Lemert, 
1956, p. 561). 

Opinions understandably differ regarding the content and quality of 
Boas' ethnographic work on the Northwest Coast (see Ray, 1955 and 1956; 
Krocber, 1956; Lowie, 1956). Ray, who has been much concerned with this 
area, judges Boas' work as follows: 

Boas' picture of the Kwakiutl i s  not only deficient because he failed to  heed the 
cautions which he enunlerates for others but also becanse he allowed this one- 
sided portrait to stand. not only for all Kwakiutl cuftore but for the Northwest 
Coast generally. Hi\ ovrr'gener'11ization for the Kwakiutl and his failure to speak 
out in correction of the errors of his students, such a? Benedict, has had the result 
that the ethnographic picture for the Northwest Coast as visualized, taught, and 
accepted by many anthropologists is that which in fact applies only to  the nobility 
of the southern Kwukiutl. This situation, so  painful to research scholars of the 
Northwest Coast, is not given attention by Hershovits [in Frrrrlz Borrs: The Sci- 
cS)lce of Mnn  in tlze Makirtg] despite the fact that this was Bow' principal area of 
ethnographic research (1955, p. 140). 

"A major deficiency in Boas' work with the Kwakiutl," according to Ray 
(ibid., p. 139), "was his neglect of the patterns and behavior of the lower 
classes: his nearly exclusive concern with the nobility [sic] and his presenta- 
tion of this picture as representative of Kwakiutl life." Murdock (1949, p. 
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xiv) characterizes Boas' ethnography 011 the Kwakiutl as follows: "Dcspitc 
Boas' 'fivc-foot shelf' of monographs on the Kwakiutl, this tribe falls into 
the quartile of those whose social structure and related practices are least 
adequately described among the 250 covercd in the present study [LC., 
Social Structure, 19491 ." 

Finally, wc may observe that after decadcs of rescarch and more than 
5,000 pages devoted to the Kwakiutl (Coderc, 1959, pp. 61, 62, 73),  Boas 
never worked out and presented a synoptic picturc of Kwakiutl culturc. 
Lowie observcs (1947, p. 313) that he never did "complctc a single largc- 
scale portrait of a tribal culture, not even of his beloved Kwakiutl." Fur- 
thermore, "it is not possiblc to present a synthesizcd account of Kwakiutl 
culture bascd upon Boas' works," in the opinion of Hclcn Coderc, herself a 
student of this culturc, and she doubt? that Boas' unpublisl~ed Kw7akirrtl 
Ethilograplzy "will fully rcalizc his goaI of s)~nthcsizing KwakiutI crrltrrrc" 
(1959, pp. 66, 73). 

Boas' inability to grasp Kwakiutl culturc as a wholc and to prcscnt it 
intelligibly to others is a notablc fact and requircs some cxplanation. We 
have already shown that Boas did not rcally understand the social organiza- 
tion of thc Kwakiutl, and without this rlndcrstanding hc could not comprc- 
hcnd Kwakiutl culturc as a whole. One reason why hc could not do this was 
his obsession with particulars. Very early in his lifc, hc tclls us: "I aligncd 
nlyself clearly with thosc who are motivated by the affcctive appcal of a 
phenomenon that impresses us as a unit" (Boas, 1936, p. 137). "In ethnol- 
ogy all is individuality" (Boas, 1887b, p. 589);  that phenomena "seen by 
the observer in oveiwhelming number" create "a confused impression" 
(Boas, 1887a, p. 139). "The general impression" that one gets of the 
Northwest Coast said Boas (1888b, p. 53) after his first field trip, "is that 
it is uniform," but he soon became impressed with its diversity. His "first 
impression" of the Kwakiutl "was that of bewildering confusion" (Boas, 
1909, p. 307). He  spcaks of "the chaos of beliefs and custonls. . ."; thc 
"student stands aghast before the mxlltitude and conlplexity of facts. . ." 
(Boas, 1898b, pp. 3-4). "The complexity of each phenomenon dawns 011 

our minds. . . . Heretofore wc have seen tlie featurcs common to all 
thought [ i .~ . ,  cult~lres]. Now we begin to sec their differences. Wc recognize 
that these are no less important than their similarities, and the value of 
detailed studies becomes apparent. . ." (Boas, 1898b, pp. 3-4). 

"To see what is gcncral in what is particular and what is pcrmancnt in 
what is transitory is the aim of scientific thought," (A. N, Whitchcad, n.d., 
p. 11). To Boas, howcvcr, "a detailed study of particulars seemed. . , 
more rewarding than the building of systems; . ." (Benedict, 1943a, p. 33) .  
He preferred to look at the trees rather than the forest-or evcn to inspect 
branches and twigs rather than whole trees. In 1920 Boas returned to the 
complexity of Kwakiutl cult~lrc and to "obstaclcs to a clear understanding 
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of the social organization" (Boas, 1920, p. 11 1) .  He thereupon "tried to 
clear up the situation by recording thc histories of a number of fit~nilies zn 
all possible detail" (ibid.; emphasis mine)-which only increased the con- 
fusion. In 1932, after almost fifty years of ethnological labors, hc charac- 
terizes anthropology as "one of rhc sciences thc interest of which ccntcrs ill 
the attempt to understand thc individual phenoincna . . ." (Boas, 1932b, 
p. 612). 

T o  understand "the particular" or part, one must understand the gcncial 
or whole, if one is dealing with systems. But Boas did not see systems; hc 
saw a "chaos of beliefs and customs," a "multitude and complexity of facts" 
before which "the student stands aghast." "The object of our science," Boa< 
wrote almost at the outset of his career, "is to understand the phenomena 
called ethnological and anthropological . . . in their historical develop- 
ment and geographical distribution, and in their physiological and psycho- 
logical foundation" (1887b, p. 588). These were his objcctivcs in his labors 
on thc Northwest Coast. He reconstructed the culture history of tltc arca, 
and he provided psychological explanations of various institutions. 

Almost everyone who has written about Boas has characterized him as 
"rigorous" in his thinking. He insisted on proof. "His unsparing mind," 
wrote Kroeber (1952a, p. 146), "exacted proof even in the conlplcx and 
difficult situations which prevail in culture, and he refused to deaI with prob- 
lems in which strict proof seemed impossiblc." "Boas did insist on discrimi- 
nating between absolutely established fact and plausible conjecture" (Lowic, 
1944b, p. 60) .  "The rigid requirements of 'scientific proof' were sacred to 
Boas. . ." (Kardiner and Preble, 1961, p. 159). Spier (1959, p. 154), 
Bunzel ( 1960, p. 403), and others have dwelt upon the same theme. 

Boas did insist upon proof from others. He "challenged" Sir Arthur Keith 
"to prove that race antipathy is 'implanted by nature' and not the effect of 
social causes. . ." (Boas, 193 1, p. 7) .  He questioned the value of tlicories 
of cultural evolution unless "proof is given that thc same phenomena could 
not develop by any other method" (Boas, 1896b, p. 905). (This argument 
might also bc used against the theory of biological evolution.) But the 
burden of proof rested lightly upon Boas' own shoulders. He concludes, on 
the basis of mythologic and meager archeologic evidence, that the Kwakiutl 
clan "was originally a village community" (Boas, 1897, p. 334). Many 
other statements of Boas are based on similarly tenuous evidence. Linguistic 
cvidencc "proves that the Bella Coola and thc Coast Salish at one time 
inhabited contiguous areas on the coast" (Boas, 1S98a, p. 123). "I found 
the Kwakiutl names used by the Nutka, Salish, Tsimshian, and Haida. This 
fact seems to indicate that these legends and customs have spread at a eom- 
paratively recent date over the coast, and it is a proof that they originated 
among the Kwakiutl" (Boas, 1888c, p. 195) .  "It remains to substantiate 
what I have said [about transition from a paternal to a maternal stage of 
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development among the Kwakiutl] by tclling the Icgcnds of a few clans" 
(Boas, 1897, p. 335). 

Boas placed heavy reliance upon Indian traditions and upon assertions 
of informants: "Recent tradition, tlic historical truth of which cannot well 
be doubted, shows clearly. . ." (Boas, 1920, pp. 1 1 1-1 12) :' "According to 
their [thc Tsimshian] own statements they [certain dances] were obtained 
by intermarriage with the Heiltsuk" (Boas, 18896, p. 240). "The KwakiutI 
statc that this custom [ceremonial cannibalism] was intr~duccd among 
them not longcr than sixty years ago, and that it originatcd [sic] among the 
HeiItsuk" (Boas, 1899, p. 678). 

In  onc instance, Boas arrives at finality and proof because he cannot 
imagine any other explanation for a situation: 

. . . it seems to my mind that this exceedingly intricate law . . . can not be 
explained in any ofher way than as an adaptation of maternal laws by a tribe 
which was on a paternal stage, because there are no relics [Tylor's "survivaIs"] 
of the former state. . . (1897. pp. 334-35). 

Before finishing with this point he comes to "conclusive proof": '-Thc 
fact that they [certain traditions] invariably and always are explained by 
genealogies, such as the above, seems to my mind conclusive proof that a 
patcrnal organization of thc tribe prccedcd the present one" (ibid., p. 335). 
(We have already examined Boas' assumption that the Kwakiutl had rc- 
versed the "normal" course of social evolution and had proceeded from 
paternal to maternal organization.) 

The most remarkable example of historical reconstruction offered by 
Boas is the following: "The physical appearance of the Bella CooIa provcs 
that at one time they must have intermarried to a great extent with the BeIla 
BelIa. Through thesc marriages the peculiar customs of the Coast tribes 
werc first introduced among them" (1898a, p. 123). This seems to say that 
one goes about among the Bella Coola and the Bella Bclla tribes, taking note 
of the physical appearance of their mcmbcrs. This observation then proves 
that "at one time" they "must have intermarried to a great extent," and as a 
consequence certain customs werc borrowed by onc tribc from another. But 
why not the other way around? Lowie's remark about "Boas' insistence on 
definite proof of cultural diffusion" (Lowic, 1947, p. 304) is a loyal tribute 
to his "revered tcachcr." But it falls somewhat short of biograpllical 
accuracy. 

Boas' historical rcconstnlctions are infcrcnccs, gucsscs, and unsupported 
assertions-his own or thosc of his informants. They range from the prob- 
able through the possible to thc preposterous. Alniost nonc is verifiabIc 
except in the very general assumption that any myth found distributed 
throughout a large multitribal area must, in all probability, have diffused 
from tribc to tribc. Boas' reconstructions, in particular and in detail, are 
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virtually bcyond tllc possibility of verification. Arid his deduction of cilltural 
diffusion, by way of interrnarriagc, from the physical appcarancc of two 
tribes, is little short of fantastic. 

If all of his historical reconstructions on the Northwest Coast wcrc proven 
valid beyond doubt, thcy would say only that cultural elcnlcnts may, and 
often do, diffuse from onc tribc or locality to another, a conclusion that is 
hardly new or profound. 

Boas apparcntly believed that his historical reconstructions werc valid, 
for in contrasting the "comparative [LC., evolutionist] method" with thc 
"l~istorical method," hc maintaincd that the latter was "much safer," "bc- 
cause ir~sfeatl of a hypoflzesis on the nlodc of development actlial hisfol-y 
forms thc basis of our dcductions" (1896b, p. 907; emphasis mine). Indccd, 
Boas belicvcd that oric could actually see culture history-that is, if onc 
werc well-traincd and looked hard cnough. T11c "study of thc prcscnt sur- 
roundings [of a tribc] is insufficient [to explain its culture]," 11c said (Boas, 
1887b, p. 588); "thc history of the peoplc, thc influcncc of thc rcgions 
through which it passcd on its migrations, and thc peoplc with whoni it canlc 
into contact, must be considered. All of these are pl?enoi?zenn ~ ~ h i c h  may 
direcily be obsel-verl by n well-ti-aiized observer, or nlay bc traced with 
grcater or less accuracy by historical rcsearchcs" (emphasis mine). Thc 
notion that his historical reconstruction might bc as liypothetical, as conjcc- 
tural as-and if anything, more unverifiablc than-thc cvolutionists' hy- 
potheses seems never to have entered Boas' mind. Lowie echoes Boas on 
this point, stating that Boas "stressed real history as a corrective to cvolu- 
tionary schemes . . ." (Lowic, 1940a, p. 599). 

Boas' penchant for positive and dogmatic utterance may have helped his 
disciples to believc that he insisted upon "absolutcly establishcd fact" and 
"strict proof." Phrases such as "can not be cxplaincd in any other way" 
(Boas, 1897, p. 344), "only one explanation of this fact is possible" (Boas, 
1899, p. 672), "thcse arc facts that cannot be disputcd" (Boas, 1S96a, p. 
9) ,  "But I insist. . ." (ibid., p. l o ) ,  arc not uncommon in his writings. 

Boas offered psychological as well as historical cxplanations of socio- 
ci~ltural phenomena 01s the Northwest Coast, and tlicse he made quite as 
easily as his historical reconstructions: 

The possession of a clan tradition is felt by thc Intlialls to be one of his mobt 
important prerogatives. When, therefore, the Rella Coola settled on the Bella 
Coola river, and were thrown into contact with the northern Coast tribes, the 
lack of a well-developed clan tradition must have been felt as a serious draw- 
back. . . . The possession of clan traditions was felt as a great advantage, and 
consequently the desire developed to possess clan traditions. . . . The desire to 
guard the traditions which were once acquired led to the development of endo- 
gamic institutions, in order to prevent the spread of the traditions over the whole 
tribe (1898a, pp. 123, 125). 
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Boas' theory does indecd "explain" the facts-but so does an Acoma 
myth "explain" why the swallow has n forked tail. 

Boas' admirers extol his intellectual powers in gcneral and his scientific 
mind in particular. Boas, "the faithful recorder was, above all, a thinker" 
(Lowie, 1947, p. 3 16), an "independent and erudite thinker" (Lowic, 1937, 
p. 151). "What marked hinl out from others and made him a leader was thc 
union of critical acumen with a still higher quality, to wit, originality" 
(Lowie, 1944b, p. 60). Indecd, he played a "revolutionary role . . . in 
the history of anthropology," according to Goldenweiser (1933, p. 153). 
Ruth Benedict (1943a, p. 28), Marian Smith (1954, p. I l l ) ,  C. K. Ship- 
ton (1943, p. 15), and Ernest R. Trattncr (1938, p. 365) likcwise speak 
of the "revolution" wrought by Boas. 

Boas "seemed to personify the very spirit of science"; he was "the charn- 
pion of scicntific nicthod in all anthropological research" (Lowie, 1947, 
p. 31 5; 1920b, p. vi). Goldcrlwciser ( 1941. p. 155) speaks of him as "thc 
natural scientist that he was." Ancl NarolI (1961, p. 391) tclls us that 
"Franz Boas was ferociously [sic] determined to make anthropology a 
science"-and then repeats the much-used phrasc about "rigorous testing." 

In fact, Boas spurncd primary and fundamental procedurcs of scicncc; 
namely, classification and generalization. Ke was "furidamentally impatient 
of all classifications," according to I<roebcr (1935, p. 544); he had a "deep- 
seated reluctance to generalize, summarize, or classify" (Kroeber, 1956, 
p. 152). "Under his [Boas'l stimulation," says Radin (1939, p. 301), 
"ethnologists set to work to describe facts 'as they really were,' to make no 
judgments and scrupulously to avoid generalizations." According to Lowie 
(1943, p. 184))  Boas "abhorred facile generalizations and all-embracing 
systems." In another connection, however, Lowic could write: "We cannot 
blame Tylor for striving to bring the greatest possible number of phenomena 
under a single formula, for that is. tire riinz of all sciet7cc" (1948a, p, 122; 
emphasis mine). 

As for original and creative thought, Lowie (1943, p. 184) has testified 
that "one might well read a thousand pages of his output without finding 
more than a faithful, intelligent collcctor of raw detail." Radin (1933, p. 
253) tells us that under Boas' leadership "an cxaggcrated distrust of theories 
of whatsoever description" was engendered. Berthold Laufer (1930, p, 
162), in a review praising one of Lowic's books, declared that he "would 
no Ionger give a dimc to anyone for a new theory." Indeed, so great was the 
aversion to theory among the Boasians that Kluckhohn (1939, p. 333) was 
moved to observe that "to suggest that something is 'theoretical' is to 
suggest that it is slightly indecent." 

We turn now from Boas' ethnographic publications to two books which 
he published with commercial publishers: The Mind of Primitive Man 
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(1911; rev. cd., 1 9 3 8 ~ )  and Anlhropology ur7d Model-lz Life (1928; rev. 
cd., 1932a). Race ancl Democratic Society, a collection of addresscs and 
articles, was published posthumously in 1945. 

The Mind of Primitive Man is largely concerned with the subject of racc 
and its relation to mental ability and to cultural development. It  also con- 
tains an attack upon, and a rejection of, theories of cultural evolution. 
Anthropology and Modern Life consists of essays on various aspects of 
modern Western society and culture: race, nationalism, cugenics, crimin- 
ology, education, etc. I t  ignores completely one of the most fundamental 
and important factors in modern culture, namely, the industrial and fuel 
revolution and its impact upon social, political, and economic institutions. 
The great cleavage in Western society between capital and labor is not 
touched upon. Phenomena such as the Paris Commune, the I.W.W. and thc 
House of Morgan receive no mention. And the emergence and cstablish- 
ment of rhc Soviet system, as an instance of social evolution as well as rcvo- 
lution, find no placc. In reviewing this book Sapir (1929) calls Boas "rigor- 
ous," but observes that he cannot "give himself." 

Boas' distinctions bctween race, nationality, language, and culture werc 
designed to oppose the racist doctrines of Gobineau and Houston Stewart 
Chamberlain, and of later writcrs such as Madison Grant (The Passing of 
the Great Race, 1916) and Lothrop Stoddard (The Rising Tide of Color, 
1920), and no doubt they had a salutary effect in certain quarters. But wc 
may well question the value of his contribution to the problems of race 
conflict. 

Boas, who was "of Jewish extraction" (Lowie, 1947, p. 3 l o ) ,  had been 
intensely concerned with anti-Semitism since his "formative years" (Kluck- 
hohn and Prufer, 1959, p. 10) .  He wrote voluminously on racial problems, 
as did some of his prominent students. As I have argued elsewhere (White, 
1947a), however, he ncver got to thc heart of the matter. Much of his argu- 
ment was based upon anthropometry and anatomy, which werc largely 
irrelevant because racc prcjudice and conflict do not arise from lack of 
knowledge of facts of this sort. In addition to citing anatomical evidence, 
Boas postulated a psychological basis of racc prejudice: "The prejudice is 
founded essentially on the tendency of tJze lz~rman nzind to merge the indi- 
vidual in the class to which Ize belongs, and to ascribc to him all the charac- 
teristics of his class" (Boas, 1945, pp. 77-78; emphasis mine). Boas did 
"not wish to deny that thc cconomic conflict may be a contributing causc. 
. . . I t  would, however, be an error to seek in these sources the funda- 
mental cause of the antagonism; for the economic conflict , . . presup- 
poses the social recognition of the classes" (ibid., p. 79). What then is the 
remedy? The "only fundamental remedy . . . is the recognition that the 
Negroes have the right to be treated as individuals, not as members of a 
class" (ibid.). This is undoubtedly true, but it is also a tautology. "Strong 
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minds" might "frec theinselvcs from race prejudice . . ." but "the wcak- 
minded will not follow thcis cxample" (ibid., p. SO). Education, Boas 
reasons, cannot "ovcrcomc the gcncral human tcndcncy of forming groups 
that in the mind of the outsider are held toscthcr by his emotional attitude 
toward them" (ibid., p. 79) .  What, thcn, can eradicate Ihc conflict bctwecn 
races? Boas' answer was miscegenation; 

Intermixture will decrease the contrast between the extreme racial forms, and 
in the course of time, this will lead to a lessening of the consciousness of race 
distinction. If conditions were ever such that it could be doubtful whether a per- 
son were of Negro descent or not, the consciousness of race would necessarily 
be much weakened. In a race of octoroons, living among Whites, the color ques- 
tion would probably disappear (ibid., p. 80). 

It would seem therefore, to be in the inte~esl of society to permit rather than 
to restrain marriages between white men and Negro women. . . (ibid., p. SO). 

Thus it would seem that man being what he is, the Negro ploblem will not 
disappear in America until Negro bIoocl has been so much diluted that it will no 
longer be recognized just as anti-Semitism will not disappear until the last vestige 
of the Jew as a Jew has disappeared (ibid., p. 81). 

Boas' reasoning is, of course, flawlcss: if onc cannot distinguish a Negro 
from a white, or a Jew from a Gentile, thcn prejudice and conflict between 
them will cease to exist. Howcvcr, advocacy of intcrmarriage between Negro 
and white might well accentuate, rather than diminish, race prejudice and 
conflict; nothing arouses the hostility of white supremacists more than the 
prospect of intermarriage. This is recognized by Negro leaders, one of whom 
recently sloganed: "We want to be the white man's brother, not his brother- 
in-law." An expIanation of race conflict along social, political, and economic 
lines might have had more effect, but this Boas never offered. 

Boas had virtually a closed mind, if we may trust Krocbes's judgment on 
this point: 

Those [ideas] that he [Boas] had grown up with and accepted, that he had 
originated, dealt with, or appropriated-that he held some ownership in, in 
short-he adhered to unflinchingly and persistently and would have died for. 
Other ideas, those that came into his orbit from outside or late, that impinged on 
his 'tree' of personality, instead of having been created or annexed by it, he 
tended to react to with reserve or even suspicion (Kroeber, 1956, p. 156). 

Smith remarks: "Born in thc same year which saw publication of thc 
Origin of Species [he was in fact born onc ycar earlier], Boas could profit 
from the first great intellectual response which grected man's entrance into 
the world of nature" (1959, p. 46). But Boas "was not much interested in 
biological evolution" (Kroeber, 1956, p. 156); IUuckhohn and P~ufer  
(1959, p. 22) speak of his "relative lack of interest in Darwinian evolu- 
tion." And he was "scepticaI about Mendelian heredity" (Kluckhohn and 
Prufer, 1959, p. 22). According to Kroeber (1943, p. 7 ) ,  Boas "demon- 
strated that some human traits arc not transmitted according to simple 
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Mendelian rules." He "flatly rejected" historical linguistics (Kroeber, 1956, 
p. 156). Boas was "consistently anti-Freudian'' (Kroeber, 1956, p. 154); 
Bunzel (1960, p. 403) speaks of his "unalterable opposition to Freud and 
psychoanalysis." Boas himself gives us the best picture of his attitude toward 
"ideas that he had not grown up with." He speaks of the "doubtful-and in 
my mind fanciful-interpretations of psychoanalysis" (1938a, p. 666). He 
also observed that "the elaboratc thcories of psychoanalysis seem also 
unnecessary for the purpose of explaining the wonderful elements of folk 
tales or of mythological figures. The free play of imagination operating with 
everyday experience is sufficient to account for their origin" (1938b, p. 
61 1 ) . Radin observes: 

Of the great intellectual events in Boas' lifetime, assuredly the two most sig- 
nificant were the theory of evolution and the economic interpretation of history. 
To the first Boas always tooh a p~evailingly antagonihz position. The secoritl 
he never so much as mentioned until the 1938 edition of 'The Mind of Primitive 
Man.' There he dismissed it in a paragraph as of only secondary importance. 
. . . Marx and Engels are never referred to  (Radin, 1939, p. 303). 

Although Boas was "not much interested in biological evolution," 11c was 
intensely concerned with cultural evolutionism. The evolutionist theory es- 
tablished in ethnology by Tylor "was challenged, notably by Boas . . . and 
a good part of his energies and those of his school had to bc devoted to dis- 
proving it" (Radin, 1933, pp. 3-4). Radin also reports that "to all Boas" 
disciples Morgan has since remained anathema and unread" ( 1939, p. 303). 
"But 3 Boas and his school rejected the developmental schemes of Tylor 
and Morgan this must, in no sense, be ascribed to the inadequacies and 
crudities of those schemes, but rather to the fact they rejected all develo[)- 
mental sequences" (Radin, 1939, p. 303; emphasis mine). In a laudatory 
essay, Father Williams (1936) has much to say of thc "initiative and indc- 
fatigable effort" of Boas (p, 196) in "the attack on cultural evolution" 
which he led "for more than a quarter of a century" (pp. 199-200). Thc 
harm done to cultural anthropology by this campaign, waged by Boas and 
his disciples for ycars against one of the most fundamental and fruitful 
theories in alI science, now seems incaIcuIabIe (White, 1959b). 

Boas never accepted the culturological point of view as set forth by Tylor 
in Chapter T of Primitive Cliltrire, or by Durkheim in Tlze Rules of Sociologi- 
cal Method, and I find nothing in his writings which indicates that he ever 
comprehended it. When Kroeber expressed this point of view in "The 
Superorganic" (1917), Boas observed that "it seems hardly necessary to 
consider culture a mystic entity that exists outside the socicty of its indi- 
vidual carriers and that moves by its own force. . . . The forces that bring 
about the changes are active in the individuals composing the social groups, 
not in the abstract culture" (Boas, 1932a, pp. 245-46). It seems fairly 
clear from other statements made by Boas that he never grasped the concept 
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of culture as a distinct order of phenomena which require for their interpre- 
tation a distinct science: 

Thus an examination of our problems suggests that the whole group of anthro- 
pological phenomena may be evanescefit, that they may be at bottom biological 
and psychological problems, and that the whole field of anthropology belongb 
either to the one or to the other of these sciences . . . anthropology will be- 
come more and more a method that may be applied by a great number of sci- 
ences, rather than a science by itself (Boas, 1908, pp. 7, 10). 

"Language, invention, art, religion, social organization and law" were 
"mental phenomena" to Boas (1904, p. 513), and the "discovery of a 
system of the evolution of culture" was a psychological problem (Boas, 
1904, pp. 521,517). "It has never been sufficiently realized," says Benedict 
(1943~1, p, 31), "how consistently throughout his life Boas defined the task 
of ethnology as the study of 'man's mental life' . . ."; he conceived "of the 
study of culture as a 'mental' science" (Herskovits, 1953, p. 50). Boas 
ventured "his first definition of it [culture] at the age of seventy-two . . ." 
(Kroeber and Kluckhohn, 1952, p. 151); and this definition-or rather 
conception-was so phrased as to include subhuman species (Boas, 1930a). 
Culturology lay well beyond the grasp and comprehension of Franz Boas. 

We find little evidence of intellectual growth in Boas' published writings 
over a period of fifty years. When he went to British Columbia in 1886 he 
had little qualification for scientific work in ethnology. He had a background 
in physics, mathematics, and geography. He explored anthropological litera- 
ture, apparently mostly German. Authors cited in his essay, 'The  History of 
Anthropology'' (1904) are principally German-Herder, Klemm, Bastian, 
Ratzel, Wundt, Steinthal, George Gerland (mentioned four times). Also 
cited are Spencer and TyIor; Quetelet and Tarde-but not Durkheim; and 
only one American, Daniel G. Brinton. There is little indication that Boas 
was influenced appreciably by what hc read. His conception of ethnology- 
its philosophy, goals, and techniques of investigation-was already formed 
in 1887-88, as is made clear by "The Study of Geography" (1887), "Mu- 
seums of Ethnology and their Classification" (1  887), and "The Aims of 
Ethnology'' (1 888). He never deviated from this conception in later years. 
Indeed, as Ruth Bunzel, one of his discipjes, has said: "So consistent was 
his theoretical position that it is frequently hard to tell whether a paper was 
written in 1888 or 1932" (Brunzel, 1960, p. 404). 

"With the death of Franz Boas," said Kroeber (1943, p. 5) ,  "the world 
lost its greatest anthropologist." There have been many who have thought 
that Boas was "the greatest." In what did his greatness consist? A satisfac- 
tory answer is difficult to find, and this difficulty is experienced by his 
followers as well as others. "It has long been notoriously difficult to convey 
the essence of Boas' contribution in anthropology to non-anthropologists" 
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(Kroeber, 1943, p. 24) ;  ". . . no label fits him." Radin (1933, p. 19)  has 
observed that "others, besides myself, have found it difficult to define Boas's 
position." Kroeber undertook to interpret Boas in "History and Science in 
Anthropology" (1935), to which Boas (1936, p. 137) replied: "I wish to 
express 11ly complete disagreement with his interpretation." This difficulty, 
this uncertainty, is perhaps not surprising inasmuch as Boas himself is 
described as being "at a loss to explain his position in terms intelligible to  
the members of schools" (Kroeber, 1935, p. 541). 

The disciples differ occasionally among ihenlselves in their interpretation 
of Boas' work. For example, was it historical or not? According to Golden- 
weiser (1933, p. 154) ,  "Boas's outstanding contribution was the historical 
point of view. . . ." Herskovits (1953, p. 59) says that Boas emphasized 
"again and again" that "the task of reconstructing history" was "the basic 
problem of anthropology." But Radin (1933, p. 17)  declares flatly that 
"Boas's method is fundamentally unhistorical"; his approach "encouraged a 
militant antagonism to historical reconstructions" (Radin, 1939, p. 302). I n  
Kroeber's opinion, "Boas has never really followed the historical method 
except in a rather narrow, special sense" (1935, p. 541); his "work also is 
now recognized as mainly lack i~~g specific historic content or result. . ." 
(1946, p. 8) .  

Boas' students have not been very specific concerning his achievements. 
"He made no one great summati~lg discovery . . ." (Kroeber, 1943, p. 24).  
His "greatness rests not on some one startling discovery . . ." (Lowie, 
1943, p. 183). It depends instead upon "the totality of his output, the total 
impact of his personality [sic] upon the young science to which he 
turned. . ." (ibid.). 

Many of Boas' followers speak, however, of the great quantity of his 
writing. Herskovits (1953, p. 6 2 )  tells us that "the massive achievement of 
Boas in the field of descriptive ethnography would alone be sufficient to givc 
him an outstandi~~g place in his science." His "contributions overwhelm thc 
spectator by their sheer massiveness" (Lowie, 1944b, p. 61) .  "The outpi~t 
of Boas . . . is staggering in its immensity and diversity" (Trattner, 1938, 
p. 365). And, says Kroeber (1943, p. 22) ,  "in all his enormous output it is 
diffict~lt to find even minute instances of error of either fact or procedure." 

Boas' output was indeed great, even when one considers that 4,165 pages 
were contributed by his Indian co-worl~ers, Hunt and Tate. One may ask if 
mere magnitude of output is a valid criterion of achievement in the field of 
science? If it were, how would Boas compare with such prolific writers ac 
Sir James Frazer, who wrote many books in addition to his 12-volume Tire 
GoMen Bough, or Father Wilhelm Schmidt, with his 12-volume Der 
Ursprung der Gottesidee plus a host of other books, articles, and reviews? 

Boas' enormous energy excited the wonder and admiration of his follow- 
ers. "As was apparently his custom throughout his life, almost every moment 
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of an eighteen-hour day, seven days a week, was filled with activity" 
(Mason, 1943, p. 63). "No student of culture has ever been more tireless" 
(Benedict, 1943b, p. 60) ,  "Dr. Boas was endowed with a tremendous physi- 
cal energy which permitted driving himself ruthlessly [sic] throughout his 
long life" (Spier, 1943, p. 125). A psychiatrist, Abram Kardiner, seems to 
have thought this ruthlessness significant. He wrote: "He [Boas] worked 
like a man fighting for his life. He reminds one of the athlete who compen- 
sates for a lack of natural talent by hard work, determination, and courage, 
and often succeeds where the natural athlete fails" (Kardiner and Preble, 
1961, p. 134). 

We have noted that Boas has been erroneously described as the initiator 
of scientific field work in ethnology. Many accounts also refer to his lengthy 
work in the field, but an examination of the facts presents another picture 
(see White, 1963~1, p. 10). If we omit his year in Baffinland, where "geo- 
graphical work . . . took most of my [Boas'] time" (Boas, 1884, p. 271), 
and his year in Mexico, where his ethnographic researches appear to have 
been very limited, the amount of time Boas spent in the field is about 33% 
months, 29% of which were on the North Pacific Coast, an average of less 
than one month per year between his first trip in 1886 and his last in 
1930-31. 

Kroeber (1959, p. vi) attempts to describe Boas' fundamental contribu- 
tion: "It is perhaps Boas' fundamental contribution to science and civiliza- 
tion: to treat human data with rigorous scientific method on a scaIe un- 
attempted before." "It was Boas who first made us all able to see and deal 
better with process as such. This is his great contribution; this and the 
unswerving rigor of his critical standards" (Kroeber, 1935, pp. 568-69). 
Kroeber gives no explanation of the meaning of "process," 

Other students of Boas have also credited him with specific contributions, 
although their statements are not always conlpreheilsible or supportable. 
"The great revolution which Boas introduced in ethnological methodology," 
writes Benedict (1943a, p. 28), "was the inevitable consequence of the way 
in which he phrased the basic problem." What the "basic problem" was o r  
how Boas phrased it are not made clear. '"Thus, it is one of Boas' outstand- 
ing achievements to have directed attention to the primitive artist's psycho- 
logical position toward his art" (Lowie, 1936a, p. 304). Leslie Spier (1959, 
p. 154) states: "In many ways the most fundamental of Boas' contributions 
was the rigor of scientific method: careful analysis, caution, and convincing 
demonstration." 

The list of fundamental contributions with which Boas is credited does 
not seem impressive: a great, but unspecified, revolution which he intro- 
duced; aid in understanding "process as such"; directing attention to the 
primitive artists' psychoIogica1 position toward his art, unsupported claims 
of the unswerving rigor of his critical standards and his convincing dernon- 
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strations; and the unfounded statement that he initiated scientific field work 
in ethnology. 

One of the most revealing statements was made by the follower of Boas 
who perhaps loved him most, Robert H. Lowie (1937, p. 15 1 ) : "It is one 
of the most difficult tasks to expound Boas' greatness to those who have 
failed to come into personal contact with him." "To readers who had never 
met him [Boas]," Lowie later wrote (1943, p. 184), "his influence remained 
an eni,ma." Kroeber (1943, p. 21) observes: "Whether the greatness of 
Boas lay more in his intellect or his character, it would be difficult to say." 
Has personal acquaintance been necessary to appreciate the greatness of 
Newton, Galileo, Einstein, Darwin, Descartes, Freud, Tylor. Spencer, 
Morgan, or Durkheim? 

One of Boas' followers, Marian Smith, states: ''It is not surprising to find 
Boas in a series with such fig~rres as Marx, Freud and Einstein" (Smith, 
1954, p. 11 1 ) . Rabbi Trattner places Boas alongside Darwin, Marx, Freud, 
Copernicus and Einstein in his essay on Boas in Arcl~itect of Ideas. Lowie 
(1944b, p. 64) once likened Boas to "a Michael Angelo and a Beethoven," 
and, in another writing, rhapsodizes: 

Irl the anthropological science of his time Boas has been the great exemplar, 
fearless of authority, relentlessly self-critical, driven by a sacred thirst to ever 
new Pierian springs, gaining ever deeper insights into the nature of man (Lowie, 
1940a, p. 599). 

Boas' follotvers tended to ascribe greatness to almost anything he did. 
Kroebcr calls The Centml Eskimo, Boas' first ethnography, "monumental" 
(1943, p. 9) .  Bunzel (1960, p. 246) describes it as ". . . still one of the 
ethnographic classics and a model of lucidity," This monograph is a simple, 
straightforward, and I~rcidly written monograph of 270 pages, of which 40 
are devoted to distribution of tribes, 45 to hunting and fishing, 54 to social 
and religious life, 26 to folk tales and traditions, and 10 to poetry and music. 
it treats many aspects of Eskimo culture superficially or not at all. In one 
paragraph, for example, Boas states that: (1) women do housework in 
front of lamps; (2)  women take care of puppies; (3) children are carried 
in hoods, are suckled and weaned; (4)  "when about twelve years old they 
[children] begin to help their parents, the girls sewing and preparing skins, 
the boys accompanying their fathers in hunting. . ."; (5)  parents treat their 
children kindly and the children are obedient" (pp. 565-66). Onc of the 
subjects entirely omitted from The Central Eskimo is relationship terms. 
Eggan observes (1960, p. 180) : ". . . not only did [Boas] not collect 
kinship terms, but for some reason did not utilize those published by Morgan 
a decade earlier from the same region [although Boas drew extensively upon 
published works on the Eskimo and the Arctic in writing his monograph]." 

The Central Eskimo (1888) is a much smaller work than Morgan's The 
League of the Iroquois, published seven years before Boas was born, and is 
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much less comprehensive in its scopc. If TIze Cerltral Eskimo is monumen- 
tal, what are we to call Matilda Coxe Stevenson's The Z~rtli Indians (1904). 
or The Omaha Tribe ( 1911 ) by Alice C. Fletcher and Francis LaFlesche? 

The most obvious defects and shortcon~ings of Boas have been defended 
by his admirers and sometimes labeled as virtues. His literary style affords 
an interesting example. The writings of Boas contain many stylistic counter- 
parts of the sample passage that follows: 

Although \vr must lay stress upon the subjective character of the groups that 
we isolate anct make the snbject of our studie?, it is important to bear in mind 
that the processes by which extended group.; of mental activities are systeniatizeii 
by retrospective thought (that is by reason). occur also as an ethnic phenomenor~ 
in each social unit, so that the unification of heterogeneous nlaterial that we 
attempt as an ill-founded scientific method, is only one aspect of a wide range 
of ethnic phenomena, the essential feature of which is the remodeling of activi- 
ties, thoughtb, and emotions under the stress of a dominant idea (Boas. "The 
Origin of Totemism," as reprinted in Race, Lnnglmge and Crllture, pp. 318-19).  

"It would be unfair to comment on his [Boas'] English style," says Lowie 
(1944b, p. 63), "since he wrote mainly in an acquired language. . . . But 
even in his native tongue we find a characteristic baldness that contrasts 
strangely with the rich German diction . . . of Berthold Laufer . . ." The 
difficulty which some have had in understanding Boas' prose is not due to 
"lack of lucidity," says Kroeber (2935, p. 543); "I doubt whether there is 
an argument or a sentence by Boas in print whose meaning is not perfectly 
clear and exact, providing it is approached with reasonable intelligence." 

Kroeber elsewhere admits, in effect, "an absence of style" in Boas' writ- 
ings, but he aIso provides a justification for it and transforms this short- 
coming into a virtue. He remarks that Boas "would undoubtedly have 
answered that style belonged to literature and he was doing science. His 
appreciations in Iiterature as we11 as music show that he was far from devoicl 
of aesthetic sense; but his basic principle of control would have led him to 
check absolutely any impulses toward Iiterary quality in his work" (Kroeber, 
1943, p. 25) .  Kroeber also states that one could find functionalist interpre- 
tation in Boas' work "were one inclined to look for it there, under the over- 
lay of piIed up fact, demonstration, self-criticism, and stern repression of 
impulses toward aesthetic form" (Kroeber, 1931b, p. 248). Indeed, Kroeber 
( I  943, p. 16) assures us that Boas "was too intent on intellectual substance; 
and even a partial concession would have seemed to him weakness or a sort 
of prostitution." 

Herskovits (1953, p. 9 )  speaks of "the leanness and austerity of [Boas'] 
prose," and of Boas' "disdain of any of those devices that ease the effort of 
the reader. . . . If important conclusions were to fall in the middie of a 
paragraph deep in a chapter of a book, or at the center of an article, it was 
the business of the reader to find them for himself." As Ray (1955, p. 139) 
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has observed, Herskovits "seems to make a definite virtue of it in the sense 
of its serving as an ordeal for the users of the material." 

Other commentators on Boas' literary style have been less charitable. 
Boas "wrote English in a way which proved that German was his native 
tongue, and his cumbersome prose was loaded down with 'insights,' 'out- 
looks,' 'standpoints,' and so on" (Chase, 1959, p. 20). Morris Cohen ( 19 12, 
p. 98) ,  reviewing The  Mind of Prirnifive Man, speaks of "a marked care- 
lessness as to the form that cannot but detract from its usefulness as a popu- 
lar exposition. Occasional slips of syntax (e.g., p. 143), pronouns without 
antecedents (e.g., last line p. 29) ,  the use of but for atd  . . . are indica- 
tions of a certain looseness in the use of language that certainly does not help 
to give point to the argument used." 

Boas' writings may accurately be described as disorderly. He describes 
house types in a chapter on "The Clan Legends" in The  Social Organizatiotz 
ard S e n e f  Societies of the Kwaki~ltl Indians (pp. 366-67). Probably his 
most succinct reconstn~ction of Kwakiutl culture history is presented in 
"The Growth of Indian Mythologies." Reviewing Dakota Grainmar by Boas 
and Deloria, Voegelin states (1943-44, p. 268) : "Everything is described 
everywhere. Phonetic description is interrupted by morphological detail; the 
morphological sequel of stem types is interrupted by seven pages devoted to 
the behavior of terminal vowels. . . . All of this is typical of Boas . . ." 

The image of Boas presented by his followers bears little resemblance to 
reality, as we have seen. But it remains to touch upon a myth about him 
which is characteristic of imaginative image-building. It is said that Boas was 
able to transfornl ethnology into a rigorous science because he was trained 
as a physicist. 

The rigor of scientific method, moreover, was forcibly [sic] ushered in 
through the labors and personality primarily of one man, Franz Boas, whose 
training in exact science, combined with a mercilessly critical mind, fitted him 
:~clmirably for that muckraking work in the domain of anthropological vagaries 
. . . (Goldenweiser, 1921, p. 60); . . . by his early studies in the physical sci- 
ences and mathematics . . . (Golelenweiser, 1933, p. 153). 

"It was his original training in rigorous method as a physicist . . . to 
which we owe our debt for most of the scientific foundations of anthro- 
pology" (Spier, 1943, p. 109). "To sum up," says Radin (1933, p. 60),  
"Boas's viewpoint is essentially that of the physicist or mathematician . . ." 
(see also p. 9 ) .  Kroeber observes: "From physics Boas brought into anthro- 
pology a sense of definiteness of problem, of exact rigor of method . . ." 
(1935, p. 540; see also pp. 539, 541, 544, 545). According to Kroeber 
(1943), Boas was a "spiritual physicist" (pp. 6, 25) ; "his beginnings as a 
physicist heavily determined his whole intellectual career" (p. 7);  "all his 
life [he] thought like a physicist" (p. 22). 
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Boas left physics for physical and cultural geography while still a student. 
In "The Study of Geography" (1887) he tells us why he did so. Many years 
later he had to remind Kroeber of his change of attitude and objective: 

It is quite true that as a young man I devoted my time to the study of physics 
and geography. In 1887 I tried to define my position in regard to these bubjects. 
giving e.~pressioti to I , I ~  cot~sciot~srless of the diversity o f  their firndanzerrtal  vie\^-- 
points. I aligned myself clearly with those who are motivated by the affective 
appeal of a phenomenon that impresses us as a unit. . . . In other words the 
problem that attracted me primarily was the intelligent understanding of a com- 
plex phenomenon. When from geography my interest was directed to ethnology, 
the same itlterest preljoiled (Boas, 1936, p. 137; emphases mine). 

Thus, for virtually all of his adult life as a scholar, Boas had followed not 
the road of physics but of something far different from the "exact sciences." 
Among Boas' followers only Lowie seems to have seen "the supposed physi- 
cist masquerading in ethnographer's clothing . . ." (Lowie, 1940a, p. 598; 
see also p. 599). "True enough," says Lowie (1944b, pp. 59-60), "Boas 
once devoted himself to physics and mathematics; but the astonishing thing 
is precisely his escape [sic] from their specific implications when he turned 
to his later interest. Thus, whereas physics aims at impressive generaliza- 
tions, Boas very early recognized that there could be legitimate scientific 
aims apart from the discovery of laws; n17d this convictiorz deeper~ecl with 
tl7e 1~eal.s" (emphasis mine). 

It is Sigmund Freud who helps us to understand Boas-and his disciples 
as well. Freud has observed: 

"And now it begins to dawn upon us that all the features with which we fils- 
nish the great man are traits of the father, that in this similarity lies the essence, 
which so far has eluded us, of the great man. The decisiveness of thought, the 
strength of will, the forcefi~lness of his deeds, belong to the picture of the father; 
above all other things, however, the self-reliance and independence of the great 
man; his divine conviction of doing the right thing, which may pass into ruth- 
lessness. He must be admired, he may be trusted, but one cannot help being also 
afraid of him" (1939, pp. 173-74). 

It is not without significance that Boas was generally called "Papa Franz," 
at least by his female admirers, Kroeber, in his later years, came to recognize 
Boas as "a powerful father figure," "a true patriarch" (Kroeber, 1956, p. 
156). The Boas of the popular image has also some of the characteristics of 
the divine father. Kroeber has asserted that he was "literally worshipped" by 
some of his followers. "One thing Boas did not permit: that anyone speak 
For him" (Herskovits, 1953, p. 24) ; ". . . Boas, who was a law unto him- 
self" (Strong, 1953, p. 394). 

The picture now becomes clear; the enigma of Boas' reputation is solved. 
Boas has all the attributes of the head of a cult, a revered charismatic 
teacher and master, "literally worshipped" by disciples whose "permanent 
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loyalty" has been "effectively established." We can now understand such 
things as calling The Central Eskimo "monumental," and the inclusion of 
Boas in a series with Marx, Freud, and Einstein. We see in a new light the 
assertion, so contrary to fact, that Boas' unsparing mind insisted on definite 
proof. We face what Freud (1930, p. 36), in characterizing religion, has 
called a "delusional transformation of reality." Boas' personality and char- 
acter are so confused with his anthropological work that his disciples cannot 
distinguish one from the other. Only a few of Boas' followers, of whom 
Kroeber and Lowie stand out most prominently in this respect, appear to 
have sensed this, and only vaguely. 

It is sometin~es said of Boas that he might not have been so great :I scien- 
tist as represented but he produced exceptional students. Boas had a great 
many students during his forty years at Columbia University. Most of these, 
however, have achieved little distinction in  anthropology. Son~e did not con- 
tinue in the field. The students who achieved the greatest distinction, with 
but few exceptions (notably, Benedict, who received the Ph.D. in 1923; 
Herskovits, in 1923; Mead, in 1929) completed their study for the doctorate 
in the early years of the present century. These are Kroeber, 1901; Lowie, 
1908; Sapir, 1909; Goldenweiser, 1910; Radin, 1910; and, somewhat later, 
Spier, 1920. These early scholars became professors of anthropology or 
established theniselves otherwise professionally in the field in a day when 
anthropologists were few. Elsie Clews Parsons met Boas in 1915 after a 
~ioteworthy career in sociology and became "his devoted disciple" (Jacobs, 
1959, p. 123). Berthold Laufer (1874-1934), a German-born anthropolo- 
gist who was associated with Boas both at the American Museum of Natural 
History and at Columbia University, might be called an associate member 
of the Boas school (see his reviews of Lowie's Culture uric1 Ethnology and 
A re tVe Civilized?). 

Let us have another look at the Boas school, the small, compact group of 
scholars that were gathered about the leader. The earliest were principally 
foreign-born or the children of immigrants. Goldenweiser was born in Kiev; 
Radin in Lodz; Lowie in Vienna, and Sapir in Pomerania. Kroeber's father 
was born in Cologne, and his mother was American-born, of German ante- 
cedents. All were fluent in the German language. Like Boas, most were of 
Jewish ancestry. John Sholtz, writing in Reflex: a Jewislz Magazine (Vol. 6, 
p. 9, 1935) has observed that "in the one field of anthropology alone, it is 
interesting to note the disproportionate position held by Jewish scientists in 
this country. Men like Boaz [sic], Golden weiser [sic], Lowie, Radin are 
casily the leaders in the field."-l 

A school by definition tends to be a closed society or group. Kroeber tells 
of how George A. Dorsey, an American-born gentile and a Ph.D. from 
Harvard, tried to gain admittance to the select group but failed: 
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Georgc Dorsey once confided to me . . . that Boas was like a tree all over 
which there grew as fruits those whom he admitted to his friendship-to partici- 
pation and identification, in modern terms. But those not so admitted would 
never be close to Boas, and Dorsey himself, for all his trying, remained wholly 
shut out. . . . It shows Boas functioning as a powerful father figure, cherishing 
and supporting those with whom he identified in the degree that he felt they 
genuinely were identifying with him, but. as regards to others, aloof and proba- 
bly fundamentally indifferent, coldly hostile if the occasion demanded. A true 
patriarch, in short . . . (Kroeber, 1956, p. 156). 

Clark Wissler, also an American-born gentile, was a student of Boas i11 
the formative years of the '3choo1," but "broke personally with him about 
1906" (Kroeber and KIuckhohn, 1952, p, 15 1 ) . Although much of Wiss- 
ler's work (e.g., his studies of the Blackfoot) was like that of Lowic, 
Kroeber, and Spicr on Great Plains tribes, hc never bccame a ~~ienibcr  of 
the school. Oral tradition in American anthropology has it that a clash oT 
personalities and temperaments betwccn Boas and Linton cariscd the latter 
to leave Columbia and go to Harvard. 

Another characteristic of a school is that it tends to ignorc, attack, or 
criticize adversely those not belonging to thc group: 

Boas cited the interpretations of others rather infrequently, and he disparaged 
more often than he approved or concurred in their views. When he formally 
anaIyzed work, it was usually to point out errors in method: see the reviews in 
Race, Lnligrlage nntl Cillr~cre of Ehrenreich, Ripley, Dixon, Graebner, Lecher, 
blaccurdy. He used the material or resuIts of others sparingly, except for his 
students and followers-and these he referred to very generously . . . (Kroeber, 
1956, p. 156). 

Boas and the members of his school virtually ignored the work of Emile 
Durkheim and his co-workers, although they were contemporaries. Many 
works of the Boas group were reviewed, however, in L'Annie Sociologique. 

In particular did Boas ignorc, or treat lightly, American anthropology 
prior to 1900 despite the fact that-in my opinion-anthropology was the 
only science of the nineteenth century in which the Unitcd States cqualled- 
and I believe, excelled-Europe. In his addrcss, "The History of Anthro- 
pology" ( 1904), Boas mentions only one Arncrican anthropoIogist: Brinton. 
He makes no mention of the founding of the American Ethnological Society 
in 1842, the American Antiquarian Society, thc Archaeological Institute of 
America, the Bureau of American EthnoIogp, thc Smithsoniart Institution, 
or the anthropology section in the Arncrican Association for the Advancc- 
ment of Science. 

This attitude toward American science and scholarship is understandable. 
Lowie has written about the attitude of "cducated Germans, Forty-Eighters 
and those of similar convictions" towards the United States (1948b, pp. 
284-85). He quotes a letter written by Friedrich Kapp, who had "fled from 
Germany [during the revolution of 1848-491 to New York," to his intimate 
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fricnd, the philosopher Ludwig Feuerbach, which, Lowic says, "cxprcsscd 
scntimcnts that may be regarded as typical of a wl~olc class." Hc strongly 
advises his friend against coming to America: 

A German peasant who turns farmer cannot make a morc fortunate choice; an 
academically educated man degenerates spiritually, rarely prosper$ materially, 
and at best creates a carefree future for his children. . . . Your fame as a writer 
would rather hurt than help you. . . . If you are through with Europe in every, 
in every respect, if you are convinced that it has nothing whatsoever to  offer you, 
then come here; otherwise under no condition. 

In a lettcr to one of Boas' relatives, Theobald Fischer, who111 Boas "fol- 
lowed from physics into geography" (Kroeber, 1956, p. 158), "urges at 
lcngth that Boas make his professional carcer in Germany (in spite of being 
a Jew) rathcr than in 'thc rotten Yankce United Statcs' " (Kluckhohn and 
Prufer, 1959, p. 9) .  

Scholars outside thc field of anthropology havc understandably cchocd 
the evaluations of Boas madc by his followers. An antl~ropologist tcHs us, 
howcvcr, that this is not always thc casc. "Tell an acutc psychologist, ccon- 
omist, sociologist to read Boas' article Anthropology in the Encyclopaedia 
of thc Social Sciences," said Clyde Kluckhohn, "and-it is an ind~ction 
fro111 my cxpcricncc-he comes away disappointed and fccls cmpty-handcd" 
(Kluckhohn, 1943, p. 210). 

Tlze Sclzool of  Rcrdcliffe-Browit 

(Alfred Reginald Radcliffc-Brown was born in England in 1881. Hc was 
educated at Trinity College, Cambridge. In 1906 he went to the Andaman 
Islands where he engaged in ethnological field work for two years. In 1910 
he did field work in Australia. He occupied chairs of social anthropology at 
University of Capetown, 1921-26; at Sydney University, 1926-3 1 ; and at 
the University of Chicago, 1931-37. In 1937 hc went to Oxford where hc 
taught until his retirement in 1946. Among his honors were thc Rivcrs and 
Huxley Memorial medals of the Royal Anthropological Institute, of which 
IIC was president in 1939-41. He died in London in 1955.) 

Meyer Fortes (1949, p. v) asserts that Radcliffe-Brown "never countc- 
nanced thc growth of an '-ism' or school bascd on his theories." Eggan and 
Warner (1956, p. 546) tell us that hc was "not interested in disciplcs." 
Radcliffe-Brown himself oncc obscrvcd that there is no place in  social 
anthropology for schools; "It is not . . . [a  teacher's] business to makc 
disciples" (Radcliffe-Brown, 1940a, p. 1 ) .  He also asserted that "this 
Functionalist School does not really exist; it is myth invented by Professor 
Malinowski" (ibid.). But there is abundant evidence that Radcliffe-Brown 
did gather about him a group of disciples and that they did constitute a 
school. 
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Thc question of "men~bership" in the Radcliffe-Brown school is compli- 
cated by the fact that many of Radcliffe-Brown's students werc, at one time 
or another, students of Bronislaw Malinowski (1884-1942) also. Each was 
a charismatic teacher and each had his own following. But, says Elkin 
(1956, p. 246), "some [students], personally influenced by him [Radcliffc- 
Brown] in their early years of anthropological endeavour, became Malinow- 
ski functionalists as they passed through the latter's seminars, but aftcr 
Malinowski's dcath they transferred their allegiance [sic] back to Radcliffe- 
Brown." 

Shortly after RadcIiffe-Brown came to the University of Chicago, a 
shrewd American observer, Ruth Benedict, remarked upon his "disciplism": 
"As it stands, I don't think Brown is fighting for good work over against 
bad, but for work done by disciples over against work done by non-disciples" 
(Mead, 1959b, p. 327). In Australia, Elkin, commenting upon the assertion 
that Radcliffe-Brown "never countenanced thc growth of an 'ism' or school 
based on his theories," observes: "But he did give rise to 'cults7 of himsclf, 
so that he became the oracle, almost infallible, to its members, that is to 
those who became personally attached to him. Then no praise could be too 
great to be bestowcd on him; whatever he did was for them in the supcrlativc 
dcgree. The cult depended upon his presence, not on his writing or direct 
contribution" (EIkin, 1956, p. 246). More than one observer has commcnt- 
cd upon the importance of persona1 contact between Radcliffc-Brown and 
his students. His "major interest has been in conveying ideas directly to stu- 
dents and colleagues by personal contacts" (Evans-Pritchard and Eggan, 
1952, p. v ) .  He  "was primarily interested in conveying ideas directly 
through personal contacts" (Eggan and Warner, 1956, p. 546). 

"As a teacher he [Radcliffe-Brown] is unrivalIed," wrote Fortes in 1949 
(p. v); he had a "gift for imparting to students the thrill of new discovery 
and the desire to join [sic] in the task of further research." Elsewhcrc Fortcs 
has observed: 

As a teacher, Radcliffe-Brown excelled. H e  warnied to an audience, especially if 
it was young. . . . He was unfailingly helpful to younger students. He read their 
manuscripts, gave them advice, and made fertile theoretical suggestions for their 
work, without stinting time or patience. . . . His exceptional ability to expound 
difficult problems with ease and clarity and his delight in systematic analysis 
were most happily expressed in his lectures, or better still in the informal sessions 
with friends and pupils over drinks which he loved. . . . We took the greatest 
pleasure in good food, good wine and, most of all, good conversation. . . . Hc 
was gentle with his friends and happy in their affection. For a man so detached 
in his personal relationships and his philosophy of life, his bonds with them were 
very close (Fortes, 1956, passim, pp. 152-153). 

EIkin (1956, p. 246) speaks of the "Chicago and English 'cult groups' " 
which presented Radcliffe-Brown with volumes of essays, "thus making 
readily available the selected words of the 'master.' These threc books are 
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not only highly valuable in themselves, but also are a remarkable tribute to 
the attachment to, and almost veneration of, Radcliffe-Brown felt by those 
who knew him well." Radcliffe-Brown "had not found in Sydney that fellow- 
ship, or rather that cult-position, which his soul see~ned to crave," says Elkin 
(1956, p. 243); "unsettled, 'frustrated' and irked, Radcliffc-Brown once 
again shook the dust (this time the Sydney dust) off his feet, and went to a 
sphere where he would bc, and was, apprcciated . . ." (ibid., p. 244). 

Radcliffe-Brown was we11 fitted to becomc the leader of a school-or the 
head of a cult, as Elkin puts it. "Hc [Radcliffe-Brown] was strikingly hand- 
some and a virile personality," says Firth (1956, p. 289); "his convcrsation 
was forceful and brilliant." Fortes (1956, p. 151) remarks that "his [Rad- 
cliffe-Brown's] brilliance as a lecturer, his wide learning, his connoisseur- 
ship in the arts . , . his distinguished bearing, attracted notice both jnsidc 
and outside the Univcrsity. . . . He quickly became onc of the best-known 
academic pcrsonalitics of South Africa." 

The first personal pronoun singular was much used by Radcliffc-Brown: 
"I was led to formulate t l ~ e  following law: . . ." (1929, p. 306); "Thirty- 
scven years ago . . . I formulated briefly a general theory . . ." (1 945, 
p. 2; but, he goes on to say, this theory had been held by a Chinesc philoso- 
pher in the third century, B.C., and by several European scholars who prc- 
ccded him). "My view of natural science . . ." (Radcliffe-Brown, 1930a, 
p. 2). In  many ways, some explicit, some subtle, he gave the impression that 
much of his learning and science had originated with him. He  had difficulty 
in "distinguishing between first-hand and second-hand knowledge. This 
intellectual deafness was a reflex of his egocentrism-all that he learnt be- 
came an integral part of himself and was fitted into his own personality. One 
result was sometimes a propensity to lect~ire people upon their own subject" 
(Firth, 1956, p, 296; "but," adds Firth, "his convcrsation had great point 
and often great charm . . ."). 

Radcliffe-Brown frequently lectured-talked down-to his audience. In 
a presidential address he explains the meaning of the word system to thc 
Royal Anthropological Institute: 

You will perceive that by using the u ord 'system' I have made an  assumption, 
an  important and far-reaching assumption; for that word iniplies that whatever 
it is  applied to  is a complex unity, an  organized wholc (Radcliffe-Brown, 1941, 
P. 3).  

According to E. L. Grant M'atson, who was in the field with Radcliffe- 
Brown and knew him well, he gave the impression of omniscience: ". . . he 
was brilliantly informed on all subjects" (quoted by Firth, 1956, p. 289). 
Firth (1956, p. 299) also speaks of the "amusement" occasioned at Oxford 
by Radcliffe-Brown's "foibles of omniscience." 

Some anthropologists outside the "cult group" found Radcliffe-Brown 
arrogant, supercilious, patronizing, or condescending. Firth (1956, p. 289) 
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rcports that "somc of his contc~nporarics . . . found him intelIcctualIy 
arrogant and irritatingly assertive." "He seemed to me impenetrably 
wrapped in his own conceit," Ruth Benedict wrote after talking with Rad- 
cliffe-Brown at thc meeting of the American Anthropological Association 
at Atlantic City in 1932 (Mcad, 1959b, p. 327). With what may bc British 
understatement, Elkin (1956, p. 243) observed that Radcliffe-Brown's "air 
of academic superiority and a somewhat exotic and social pose raised a 
slight barrier between himself and some of his University collcagues [in 
Sydney] ." A member of the "cult group," howcver, found Radcliffe-Brown's 
vanity "in him, a sympathetic quality" (Fortes, 1956, p. 149). 

However friendly and sympathetic Radcliffe-Brown was with his students 
and friends, "he could not suffer gladly those whom he rcgarded as fools- 
that is, thosc who differed from him or did not belong to his 'cult group' " 
(Elkin, 1956, p. 245). Margarct Mcad worked under Radcliffe-Brown's 
direction in thc Admiralty Islands in 1928. In a letter to Ruth Benedict of 
that year she remarked that Radcliffe-Brown "identifies himself with every 
idea hc has cvcr voiced and any disagreement, tacit or uttcred, with his 
ideas he takes as a slap in the face . . ." (Mcad, 1959b, p. 310). Aftcr 
discussing an ethnological problem with Radcliffe-Brown, Mead wrote: "Hc 
said, pontifically, that the sin~ilarities between Tonga, Fiji and Samoa werc 
much more intercsting than thc differenccs. Hc really is rather insuffcrablc 
because he is so sulky and rude whenever he is crossed . . ." (ibid., p. 
309). 

If on thc one hand Radcliffe-Brown tcnded to give the impression that he 
was the originator of the views he held and the author of the doctrines hc 
cspoused, hc was inclined to ignorc or to belittle the work of others. 

The first part [of Tlre Atrdanznrr Islairdens] is marred by too much stress being 
laid on the value of the atithor's own observations and too little on that of his 
predecessors, especially of so meticulously accurate a recorder as Mr. E. H. Man, 
who had exceptional chances of observing, spread over a long series of years. 
Indeed, Mr. Brown seem? on occasion to go out of his way to disagree with the 
results of his predecessors, sometimes on quite minor points, even when they 
have been, like himself, stticlents of expcricnce, but with better opportunities for 
observation (Temple, 1922, p. 121). 

Elkin (1956, pp. 249-50) remarks that "unhappily, too, Radcliffc-Brown 
was inclined to ignore the contributions of previous workers and what hc 
derived from them. This is particularly so in the case of R. H. Mathews. . . . 
[Radcliffe-Brown] was quite familiar with Mathew's writings but, regard- 
ing him as an amateur, apparently underestimated his ability for careful 
recording and sound gencralization. This, however, did not prevent him 
adopting the results of much which Mathews had accomplished." Accord- 
ing to Lawrence (1937, p. 336), Radcliffe-Brown adopted some of Thomas' 
data "with minor modifications and without acknowledgement to Thomas." 
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The bibliography of Radcliffe-Brown's monograph, The Social Organization 
of A~lstmliarz Tribes, contains 188 references to 101 titles by 52 authors, 
but Lewis H. Morgan is not cited, despite his eminence and the fact that he 
had written three items on Australian kinship before Radcliffe-Brown was 
born. Morgan is mentioned in the text of the book, only to be "contro- 
verted." 

After a conversation with Radcliffe-Brown in 1932, Ruth Benedict ob- 
served that he had "scorn of work so far done in America" (Mead, 1959b, 
p. 326). "He told me," she wrote, "that he was getting from two students 
'the first' two studies of American Indian social organization: Sol Tax for 
the Fox and Eggan for the Hopi . . ." (ibid., p. 326). I was present at the 
meeting of the Central States Anthropological Association at the University 
of Chicago in 1932 and heard Tax and Eggan, then graduate students, 
present their papers which, they emphasized, were the first scientific" studies 
to be made of the social organization of North American Indian tribes. 

These two traits of Radcliffe-Brown-the tendency to assume originality 
For himself, and to ignorc or deprcciate the work of others-undoubtedly 
did much to establish and sustain the school of which he becarnc the head. 

Unlike Boas, Radcliffc-Brown had to share honors to some extent with 
another anthropologist, Bronislaw Malinowski. Like Boas, however, Rad- 
cliffe-Brown was called a "creator," and, like Boas, he was "revolutionary." 
"Together with Bronislaw Malinowski," writes Fortes (1962, p. 874C), 
"Radcliffe-Brown revolutionized the study of social anthropology . . ." 
(see also Srinivas, 1958, p. xii). He was "one of the creators of lnodcrn 
social anthropology" (Fortes, 1956, p. 153); "no living scholar has had so 
decisive influence 011 . . . [its] development" (Fortes, 1949, p. v ). To 
Eggan and Warner (1956, p. 544), Radcliffe-Brown was "the primary 
creator of modern social anthropology." 

Colonel Sir Richard C. Temple, at one time Chief Commissioner of the 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, entitled his review of The Aizclamnrz Island- 
ers "The Revolutionary Theory of Social Anthropology," and repeatedly 
emphasized its revolutionary character (Temple, 1922, pp. 125, 126). 
Although Radcliffe-Brown "owed much to his predecessors," says Fortes 
(1956, p. 153), "he made additions of such originality to the body of 
anthropological science that we arc still assimiIating them." Let us examinc 
Radcliffe-Brown's work with reference to these claims. 

By "rcvolutionary" Templc meant, apparently, that The Atzclumar7 
Islanders differed markedly in purpose and outlook from the earlier works 
of such men as E. B. Tylor, James Frazcr, Max Miiller, R. R. Marctt, ct al. 
Professor Srinivas helps us most to understand what was meant by revolu- 
tionary. Sir James Frazer, in his inaugural lecture in 1908 at the University 
of Liverpool, "defined clearly the nature and scope of social anthropology," 
writes Srinivas (1958, p. xii) ; "but that did not put a stop to pscudohistori- 
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cal and psychological cxplanations for social facts and events. Radcliffc- 
Brown was the first English-speaking anthropologist to argue that sociologi- 
cal facts demanded an explanation in tcrms of sociological laws and not in 
terms of individual psychology or reconstructed history." Moreover, as 
Srinivas adds (p. xi), in order to apprcciatc the significance of Radcliffc- 
Brown's revolutionary approach, "it is necessary to recall that in 1923 
[when Radcliffe-Brown published "The Methods of Ethnology and Social 
Anthropologyn-which "was a charter of revolt when it first made its 
appearance," p. xii] W. H, R .  Rivers' reputation was still at its peak. . . . 
Rivers' ethnological approach [i.e., his diffusionism] and his marked bias 
for psychology were both threats to thc growth, if not thc cxistcnce, of the 
nascent discipline of social anthropology." 

This view is shared by other observers. "Thc suprcmc merit of . . , 
[The Andarnar1 Islar~der-s]," says Firth (1956, p. 294), "is its interpretation 
of Andamanesc custon~ and belief in tcrms not of thcir origins, as was the 
current fashion, but of thcir contemporary meaning to the pcoplc thcm- 
selves, by referencc to thcir social effects." Fortes (1962, p. 874C) remarks 
that Radcliffe-Brown "swept away the fog of pscudohistorical misundcr- 
standing of the social basis of clans, totemism, allegcd matrilineal survivals 
and other classical problems of anthropology." Robert Redfield (1937, p. 
ix) finds Radcliffe-Brown's "signal contribution" to lie in "his emphasis on 
a strictly nonhistorical, sharply scientific method in anthropology." 

Radcliffe-Brown did not originate the nontemporal ("functionalist.' or 
"structuralist") conception and interpretation of cultural phenomena. His 
predecessors are many. Herbert Spencer's "morphology and physiology" of 
societies-which he regarded as "organismsu-concerns nontemporal as- 
pccts of sociocultural systems, Beliefs and worship, urIote Morgan in The 
League of the Iroqciois (1 85 1, pp. 149-SO), "become so interwoven with 
the civil and social institutions of men, and by nurture and habit acquire 
such a firm hold upon their affections, that they form a part of the living, 
thinking, acting mind. Without a knowledge, therefore, of thc religious life 
of a people, their institutions, and their political and domestic transactions 
would bc wholly incxplicablc." Intcrcst in nonte~nporal relations among cul- 
tural phenomena may also bc found in Tylor's writings, along with evolu- 
tionist and historical interpretations. 

"Under thc influence of Haddon," writcs B. Z. Seligman ( 1950, p. 305), 
" a school arosc which aimcd at studying 'savage' man in sitlr. More interest 
arose in what manner of man he was, how he behaved and what he believed" 
[than in evolutionary development of culture]. Radcliffc-Brown early "came 
into close contact . . . with Haddon" (Fortes, 1956, p. 149). Rivers, an 
evolutionist turned historian, remarked in his presidential address to the 
Royal Anthropological Institute in 1922, that "it is a characteristic of the 
simpler societies . . . that though it is possible to distinguish in their cul- 
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tures the different aspects we labcl social, political, economic, religious, 
aesthetic, ctc., these aspects are so interdependent, the social functions of 
different kinds so closely related, that it is hopeless to expect to understand 
any onc department of culture without an extensive study of other depart- 
ments . . ." (Rivers, 1922, p. 12). Radcliffe-Brown "was Rivcr's first 
pup2 in anthropology" (Fortes, 1956, p. 149). In the United States in 1920, 
Lowie writcs of "the mutual dependence of apparently disparate branches 
of culture" on the first page of his Primitive Society. We have already noted 
that Frazer "defined clearly the nature and scopc of social anthropology" as 
early as 1908. 

Radcliffe-Brown can hardly be credited with originality in "his emphasis 
on a strictly nonhistorical . . . method in anthropology" (Redfield)-but 
what scientist has not had predecessors? We believe, however, that Rad- 
cliffe-Brown's role in modern anthropology can justifiably be called revolu- 
tionary. There seems to have been nothing wholly new or truly unique in 
The  Origin o f  Species (except, possibly, its detailed and explicit presentation 
of the theory of natural selection), yet the work and impact of Darwin wcrc 
revolutionary. In much the same way, the movement inaugurated in non- 
biological anthropology by RadcIiffe-Brown may be called revolutionary. 
But the achievement lay in the orgattizatioiz nrrd mobilization o f  anthropo- 
logical effort toward n goal-iiz tlze social or.ganizatio~z o f  ethrzoIogica1 
theory-rather than irz the birtlz o f  an idea. The revolution was sociological 
rather than conceptual. 

"Professor Radcliffe-Brown . . . is the foremost exponent of the anti- 
historical method in anthropology"-thus did one of his students, C. W. M. 
Hart (1938, p. 114), characterize the point of view of his teacher. We havc 
already noted Redfield's assertion (1937, p. ix) that Radcliffe-Brown's 
"signal contribution'' came from "his emphasis on a strictly nonhistorical, 
sharply scientific method in anthropology." Radcliffe-Brown himself frc- 
quently spoke out against historical reconstructions, but, he said, "my posi- 
tion has often been misunderstood. My objection to conjectural history is not 
that it is historical, but that it is conjectural" (Radcliffe-Brown, 1941, p. 1 ) .  
Srinivas (1958, p. xiii) states that "Radcliffe-Brown welcomed proper 
history where sufficient documentary material was available. . . ." And 
Eggan and Warner (1956, p. 546) testify that their teacher encouraged their 
historical researches "wherc documentary or othcr data were available to 
check historical inferences." But in A Nntlrral Science o f  Society Radcliffc- 
Brown asserts flatly that "therc exists one general obstacle to the dcvelop- 
ment of such a science ["a theoretical science of society"']-the historical 
fallacy. [The view "that historical explanation7' is "the only valid explana- 
tion"] is so entrenched that it constitutes a real obstacle to the development 
of social science" (p. 146). I t  is hardly surprising that somc anthropologists 
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got the impression that Radcliffe-Brown was, "throughout his career," "con- 
temptuous of the work of historical anthropologists" (Murdock, 1959, p. 
40). 

Radcliffe-Brown's criticism of the facile and unverifiablc reconstructions 
of culture history of the sort indulged in by Boas and members of his schooI 
is certainly justified. But he was guilty of a serious error in this connection: 
he confused history (the name of a temporal-particularizing process) with 
evolution (the name of a temporal-generalizing process). He speaks of "the 
historical method, which explains a givcn institution . . . by tracing the 
stages o f  its development" (Radcliffe-Brown, 1923, p. 125; emphasis mine). 
"The system of beliefs and custon~s that exists today in the Andamans," 
he says, "is the result of a long process of evolution. To seek the origin of 
these customs . . . is to seek to know the details of the historical process 
by which they have come into existence" (Radcliffe-Brown, 1948, p. 229; 
emphases mine). He adds in a footnote to the foregoing statement: ". . . by 
their very nature all suclz hypotheses are incnpable o f  verificatioiz" (empha- 
sis mine). "What Radcliffe-Brown did," says Fortes (1955, p. 17) ,  "was to 
distinguish between the search for (unverifiable) historical and evol~itiorzarv 
origins-the preoccupation of ethnology-and the study of the (verifiable) 
laws of custom and social organization-the province of social anthropol- 
ogy" (emphases mine). 

Radcliffe-Brown was not alone in confusing history and evolution. Vir- 
tuaiIy the entire Boas school also did the same. To both schools there were 
only two types of interpretation: Izistorj~ (temporal) and science (nontem- 
poral). In "History, Evolutionism, and Functionalism: Three Types of 
Interpretation of Culture" (1945a), I argued for a threefold, rather than a 
twofold, interpretation of cultural phenomena, and I shall not review the 
argument in detail here. It may be pointed out, however, that working out 
the stages of the development of writing is not the same kind of thing as 
tracing the diffusion of the alphabet. The temporal-generalizing process 
manifested in the evolution of money is not the same as the temporal-particu- 
larizing process involved in the diffusion of coinage. To be sure, both are 
ternpor~ll processes, but to lump them together-to fail to recognize the fun- 
damental difference between them-is like putting birds and reptiles in the 
same zoological class because both lay eggs. Professor Kroeber replied to 
my argument in "History and Evolution" (1946), in which he defended the 
"history-science" (i.e., the temporal vs. nontemporal) dichotomy. I returned 
to the discussion in 1959 in "The Concept of Evolution in Cultural Anthro- 
pology" (pp. 111-113). 

It is interesting to note, in passing, that Boas and Radcliffe-Brown were 
at opposite poles on the "history-science" issue. Boas preferred the historical 
to the comparative method because he felt that he had "actual history" at his 
disposal which was better than reliance upon hypotheses (White, 1963a, 
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p. 62).  Radcliffe-Brown, on the contrary, rejects all but documentary his- 
tory as "conjectural," and looks to nontemporal generalizations or laws for 
valid interpretations. 

Actually, of course, it is not that histories or evolutionist accounts are 
"unverifiable," and that "laws of custom and social organization" are "veri- 
fiable," as Meyer Fortes puts it. Stratigraphic studies in archeology, and 
geographic distributional studies of living cultural traits, provide bases for 
sound historical studies. As a matter of fact, it would not be extravagant to 
claim that the broad continental and intercontinental culture histories that 
have been worked out for both the Old and the New Worlds may well bt: 
counted as the most substantial and illuminating achievements of cultural 
anthropology. Studies of the evol~~tion of writing, of the plow, of money, 
clan organization, parliamentary government, mathematics, etc., can of 
course be abundantly substantiated with facts and reaso11.~ Radcliffe- 
Brown's belicf (conviction) that only nontemporal generalizations are veri- 
fiable is naive and n a r r o ~ . ~  

"Radcliffe-Brown . , . was not at heart a field workcr nor a director of 
field work," according to Elkin (1956, p. 245). Although he "had under- 
taken to give courses of training to officers from Papua and New Guinea 
. . . he had not himself in fivc years visited those territories to obtain at 
first hand even impressions of the actual situation and of the anthropological 
problems presented there" (ibid., p. 244). Lowie (1937, p. 221), also, 
observes: "Radcliffe-Brown is most emphatically not a field man by tem- 
perament." Radcliffe-Brown is reminiscent of Boas when he discourses on 
"determined efforts . . . to introduce stricter methods, both in observation 
and in interpretation," and notes that "in recent years there have been an 
increasing number of students trained in strict methods of observation" 
(1923, pp. 145, 146). I n  the judgment of Phyllis Kaberry (1957, p. 75),  
"Radcliffe-Brown did not make any particular contribution t o  the develop- 
nlcnt of field work techniques . . ." "In Australia, as in the Andamans, he 
never used the vernacular with any fluency, but relied on a lingua franca or 
an interpreter" (Firth, 1956, p. 291). His ethnographic reports "lack the 
personal touch" (Lowie, 1937, p. 221). "The descriptive chapters [of The 
Andnmarz Islanders] fail to give a picture or inlpression of a living society, 
of social groups engaged in the business of life" (Elkin, 1956, p. 246). I n  
Firth's view (1956, p. 291), "a great part of his [Radcliffe-Brown's] docu- 
mentation consisted of native statements about social behaviour, not his own 
observations of that behaviour. Hence his formulations tended to deal rather 
aridly with rules only, and omit consideration of actual variations [see 
Lowie's comment on this same point; 1937, p. 2221 ." 

As in the case of many another anthropologist, instances of discrepancy 
between theory and practice may be found in the life and work of Radcliffe- 
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Brown. "Though again and again he [Radcliffe-Brown] asserts the basic 
importance of the family and the local group in Australian social structure," 
writes Kaberry (1957, p. 75), "we are not given a description of them as 
functioning units in the tribes which he studied. Many of the questions posed 
by Malinowski it1 his The Family among the A ustrnliurz Aborigii~es (1913) 
about the actual working of the family as a social institution cannot be 
answered from Radcliffe-Brown's published field-work." In view of his 
entphasis upon the necessity of viewing a social system as a whole, and of 
understanding parts of such a system in  terms of their relationship to the 
whole, it is interesting to note that "this herald of the 'systematic unity' of 
cultures has not essayed a single integrated cultura1 picture since his avow- 
edly immature treatise on the Andamans" (Lowie, 1937, pp. 223-24; see 
also p. 221). 

Radcliffe-Brown's field work was not extensive. After his trip to the 
Andaman Islands he "did significant work in Australia, but none of his 
relevant writings touch more than selected phases of native life. Of original 
investigation among the natives of Polynesia and South Africa as a result of 
prolonged residence in these areas there is no record" (Lowie, 1937, p. 
372). 

When Radcliffe-Brown was actually in the field he appears to have been 
a careful worker: 

On the testimony of Grant Watson, who had every opportunity of seeing 
Radcliffe-Brown collecting his data, he was a most careful and patient field 
worker. He treated his native informants with courtesy and gentleness and 
seemed to have the faculty of arousing their interest and inspiring their confi- 
dence. Genealogies and kinship material he took with great precautions, cross- 
checking them wherever he could (Firth, 1956, p. 291). 

'In contrast with Franz Boas, Radcliffe-Brown did not write much, but 
everything he wrote is described by his ToIlowers as superlative, even 
"perfect." 

[Radcliffe-Brown] has not, considering that he has been engaged in teaching and 
research . . . for almost fifty years, written as much as most persons of his aca- 
demic eminence. What he has written, however, has been faultless . . . the point 
of view which he expresses could not have been better expressed. Each of the 
essays is perfect in conception and in expression . . . (Evans-Pritchard and 
Eggan, 1952, p. v )  . 

Fortes observes that Radcliffe-Brown "wrote littIe in comparison with 
other leading anthropoIogists of his generation. [But] it is important to add 
that everything he wrote is still significant . . ." (1956, p. 153); ". . . his 
writings are ranked among the classics of anthropology7' (1949, p. v). One 
of the reasons "for his relatively meager output," according to Srinivas 
(1958, p. ix), was "his fastidiousness": he "wrote with great care, handling 
words like precious stones." Referring to a Ietter written by Radcliffe- 
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Brown, published posthumously in the A mericart Aizthropologist (5 8 : 3 63, 
1956), Fortes writes: "It is a fragment, but authentically the work of the 
master, as clear, pungent and unerring as his earliest controversial articles" 
(1956, p. 149). He "wrote with elegance and style" (Eggan and Warner, 
1956, p. 546). 

Radcliffe-Brown did write some noteworthy essays, a small book (A 
Natural Science of Society), and a significant monograph (The Social 
Organizirtion of Australia~l Tribes), in addition to his first work, The Ancia- 
man Islanders. He had considerable skill in literary composition. Faultless- 
ness and literary pedection are, however, exaggerations-but understand- 
able when they are viewed as expressiorts of the bonds between a charis- 
matic leader and his followers. 

There is much repetition over the years in his writings, which is perhaps 
necessary for a person who is trying to conlmunicate and to establish his 
point of view. Some of his theoretical essays-for example, "The Present 
Position of Anthropological Studies" (32 pp.) and "The Methods of Eth- 
nology and Social Anthropology" (24 pp.)-are extremely verbose as well 
as repetitious. His writings also contain many platitudes, such as the follow- 
ing examples from his The At7clamarz Islanders: 

When a person dies the socia1 bonds that unite him to the survivors are pro- 
foundly modified (p. 244). 

The position in the social life occupied by a child is different from that of an 
adult . . . (p. 276). 

The meaning of the marriage ceremony is readily seen. By marriage the man 
and woman are brought into a special and intimate relation to one another; they 
are, as we say, united (p. 236). 

In the peace-making ceremony the purpose of the whoIe rite is to abolish a 
condition of enmity and replace it by one of friendship (p. 212). 

Radcliffe-Brown is often described by his followers as a scientist and 
philosopher. He was very conscious of science. "All that a teacher can do is 
to assist the student in learning to u~lderstand and use the scientific method" 
(Radcliffe-Brown, 1940, p. 1). He also liked to play the role of philo~opher.~ 
Both of these interests and emphases are the raison d'etre of A Natural 
Science of Society, which Eggan (1957, p. xii) says presents "the essential 
Radcliffe-Brown." Let us examine some of his scientific and philosophic 
teachings. 

Radcliffe-Brown said repeatedly that the task of the social anthropologist 
is (1)  to classify societies (or social systems, or structural systems; he uses 
all of these terms), (2) to make comparisons of societies, or types of socie- 
ties, so that (3) broad or "universal" generalizations may be made about 
them. 

"I propose," he said (1957, p. 33), "that no scientific study of societies 
can get very far until we have made some progress towards a classification 
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of social systems into whatever types, groups, or classes suggest themselves 
as expedient . . ." (see also Radcliffe-Brown, 1940a, p. 6 ) .  But, he states 
further, "there is an enormous number of difficulties in the way of any 
satisfactory classification . . ." (Radcliffe-Brown, 1957, p. 34). One of 
the difficulties is that of defining the term society: "Is the British Empire a 
society, or a collection of societies? Is a Chinese village a society, or is it 
merely a fragment of the Republic of China?" (Radcliffe-Brown, 1940a, 
p. 4 ) .  In  1923, Radcliffe-Brown (1923, p. 136) distinguished between 
"differentiated societies," e.g., "tribes divided . . . into groups of kindred" 
and "undifferentiated societies (such as the Andaman Islanders). . . ." In  
1937 (Radcliffe-Brown, 1957, p. 33), he notes that a number of sociologists 
have "suggested" classifications, but adds "we can see that we have hardly 
taken the first steps toward a scientific classification." In 1940 (Radcliffe- 
Brown, 1940a, p. 6 ) ,  he observes that the "classification of types of stmc- 
tural systems" is "a complex and difficult task, to which I have myself 
devoted attention for thirty years. . . ." Althougl~ he achieved little or 
nothing in this respect during three decades of effort, he "believed some 
progress is being made" (ibid,, p. 6 ) .  

In 1931 Radcliffe-Brown wrote, "By comparing a sufficient number of 
diverse types we discover uniformities that are still more general, and thus 
may reach the discovery of principles or laws thnt are lrniversal in humrrrz 
society" (1931, p. 162; emphasis mine). "My own view," he says (ibid., 
p. 166), "is that any attempt to discover rsic] the general laws of human 
society must be based on the thorough detailed study and comparison of 
widely different types of culture . . ." This "view" is repeated in subse- 
quent publications: Radcliffe-Brown, 1935, p. 535; 1940b, p. xi. In  another 
place (1940b, p. xi) he speaks of discovering "the universal, essential, 
characters which belong to all Izumatz societies, past, present and future" 
(emphasis mine) ; he says the same thing, and in virtually the same words, 
in Radcliffe-Brown, 1941, p. 16. 

It is not clear what value, or significance, these "universal laws" n~ ig l~ t  
have. If we compared several "types or classes" of animals-bats, badgers, 
whales, and baboons-we "discover" that they are warm-blooded, their 
young are born, not hatched, and they suckle their young. But this does not 
appear to be a very significant scientific achievement. What sort of universal 
laws may wc discover about human societies? 

"Every human society has a religion." This statement "does not mean all 
the societies I have observed," says Radcliffe-Brown (1957, pp. 71-72); 
"it means all human societies of the past, present, and the future are charac- 
terized by religion. The statement will, if true, be true of societies a thousand 
years from now as well as those of half a million years ago." But, he adds, 
"I am not suggesting it is tle"-which leaves us in a somewhat uncertain 
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position. He the11 offers a statement that he does believe to be true: "Every 
human society has a system of morals7' (p. 72) .  

"How are we going to prove a proposition of that kind?" he asks (Rad- 
cliffe-Brown, 1957, p. 72) .  "Is it possible to prove that all human societies 
have a system of morals? Must they all have religion (whatever that may 
be)? It is obvious that if such propositions can be proved, we have state- 
ments of the most general kind, statements of natural laws which relate to 
all human societies." He suggests that propositions such as these are the 
ones "which we want to discover and prove" (ibid,, p. 72) .  

Thc discussion of universal laws of human society leads to Radcliffe- 
Brown's conception, or conceptions, of law in general. The "purpose of 
scientific studies," he says (1948, p. 229), "is to discover [not formulate, 
L.A.W.] general laws." There are a number of "kin& of natural laws" 
(1957, p. 14) but he appears to subscribe to the pre-Aristotelian, Ephesian 
concept that natural law is immanent in the universe. "A natural law may bc 
defined as a statement of characteristics of a certain class of natural systems" 
(ibid., p. 63). "A natural law is merely a statement of invariant relations in 
a class of systems', (ibid., pp. 54-55). "The usual word for a generalization 
about a class of phenomena is 'law' "-providing it is supported, or verified, 
by empirical evidence (Radcliffe-Brown, 1952, p. 14; 1935, p. 402). He 
also speaks of "a general law or tendency" (193 1, p. 152). 

"The standard example of a law of nature is the statement that all men 
are mortal" (Radcliffe-Brown, 1952, p. 14) .  A "very typical natural law" 
is the statement that "every male lion has a mane" (Radcliffe-Brown, 1957, 
p. 32). Thus it is possible to derive a great many laws from male lions: they 
have ribs, livers, lungs, hearts, etc. Speaking of hearts, Radcliffe-Brown 
(1949, p. 505) says that "it is a law of nature that human beings have the 
heart on the left side. . . ." He adds: "There are exceptional people who 
have the heart on the right [side]." Thus, presumably there is one law for 
people who have their hearts on the left side and another law for those who 
have their hearts on the right side. 

Beals and FToijer (1 965, p. 725) observe that "it cannot be reported that 
Kadcliffe-Brown or his followers have produced much, as yet, in the way of 
social laws or generalizations," which is, perhaps, something of an under- 
statement. One of Radcliffe-Brown's "discoveries" in the realm of "laws" is 
the following: 

An important principle, which in this instance is a universal sociological law 
lhough it is not yet possible to form11Iate precisely its scope, namely that in cer- 
tain specific conditions a society has need to provide itself with a segmentary 
organization (Radcliffe-Brown, 193 lb, p. 441 ). 

Lowie comments upon the above as follows: 

The grandiloquent use of the term 'law' is most regrettable and in some cir- 
cumstances leads to absurdity. . . . Whoever heard of a universal law with an 
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as yet undefinable scope, of a law that works in certain specific but ur~specijied 
conditions? Is  it a law that some societies have clans, and others have not? 
(Lowie, 1937, p. 225). 

Let us now turn to the subject of Radcliffe-Brown and the concept of 
culture. U7e would agree fully with Beals and Hoijer (1965, p. 724) who 
say that "Radcliffe-Brown directs his attention to the study of society rather 
than to cuIture, and regards himself more as a sociologist or social anthro- 
pologist than a student of culture." "Until 1931," says Srinivas (1958, 
p. xvi), "Radcliffe-Brown described the subject matter of social anthro- 
pology as culture or social life. Subsequently, however, he used increasingly 
'social structure' and 'social system,' and he began to drop the use of 'cul- 
ture,' " Kroeber (1952, p. 164), on the other hand, remarks that Radclifffe- 
Brown has been "most notable among anthropologists for evincing rcsis- 
tance to the concept of culture as such . . . though he has made some con- 
cessions of late. . . ." 

In 1923 Radcliffe-Brown observed that "social anthropology will then 
become the purely inductive study of the phenomena of culture,'khcreas 
ethnology is the "attempt to reconstruct the history of culture" (Radcliffe- 
Brown, 1923, p. 138; he uses the term culture freely in this address). "Cul- 
ture" appears rather frequently in "The Sociological Theory of Totemism" 
(1929); it is used in "The Present Position of Anthropological Studies" 
(193 1) and in the Preface to The Andaman Islanders (dated 1932). His 
most extensive discussion of this concept is to be found in "The Nature of a 
Theoretical Natural Science of Society" (1937, mimeographed; published 
by The Free Press in 1957 as A Natlrral Science of Society). In "On Social 
Structure" (1940), he continues his negative treatment of the concept of 
culture. 

Radcliffe-Brown has various definitions, or conceptions, of culture. Cul- 
ture is ( 1  ) "an adaptive and integrative mechanism" (1932, p. ix).  Culture 
is (2)  a "certain standardization of modes of behavior, inner and outer" 
(1957, p. 95; see also pp. 96, 97, 107). But cuIture (3)  "will also be ;I 

riescriptiorz of standardized modes of behavior" (ibid., p. 96; emphasis 
mine). Culture (4) "consists of a set of rules of behavior" (ibid., p. 99). But 
(5) "it does not matter much whether one regards the social zrsages as con- 
stituting culture or the rcrles behind them as doing so" (ibid., p. 103; em- 
phases mine). Culture is (6) "the process of culturaI tradition . . . 
[which] is a social process of interaction of persons within a social stnic- 
ture" (1949, pp. 510-11). He states further (7)  that the "word culture 
denotes, not any concrete reality, but an abstraction, and as it is commonly 
used a vague abstraction" (1940a, p. 2) .  Therefore, we cannot "observe a 
culture" (ibid., p. 2).  Why does Radcliffe-Brown entertain so many and 
diverse conceptions of culture? Perhaps it is because he really has no use 
for the term and therefore is indifferent to its definition. Despite the variety 
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of conceptions of culture held by Radcliffe-Brown, he is nevertheless able to 
tell us what culture is: "I hope I have shown you that culture is the name for 
that standardization . . ." (1957, p. 97) ;  he does not say that this is the 
way I wish to use the term whereas others wish to use it in other ways; he 
says this is what culture is. 

In "The SociologicaI Theory of Totcmism" (1939, p. 300), Radcliffe- 
Brown uses the phrase "science of culture" more than once. It appears in 
"The Prescnt Position of Anthropological Studies" (1 93 1, p. 165), and 
again in the 1932 Preface to The Andrrmcrtz ILs1anc1ers (p. ix). But in his 
1937 seminar at the University of Chicago he says that a science of culture 
is impossible: 

This brings us to a fundamental axiom [sic] of the science or society, as I see 
it. Is a science of culture possible? Boas says it is not. I agree. You cannot have a 
science of culture. You can study culture only as a clzaracteristic of n social 
system. Tlzerefore, it you are going to have n science, it mrr~t be a science o f  
social syster71s (1957, p. 106; emphasis mine). 

Fred Eggan, probably the forenlost student of Radcliffe-Brown at the 
University of Chicago, observes in his Foreword to  A Natural Science of 
Society (p. xi) that this "challenging conclusion that no science of culture is 
possible" is "particularly important3'-but he does not tell us what its 
import is. 

Radcliffe-Brown's position that a science of culture is an impossibility is 
not surprising. I t  follows logically from his distinction bctween society and 
culture. He has defined culture in such a way that it cannot constitute the 
subject matter of science. Science must have real things and events as its 
subject matter. If culture "denotes, not any concrete reality, but an abstrac- 
tion" and a "vague abstraction" at that, an abstraction that "cannot be ob- 
served," it can hardly become the subject matter of scientific observation 
and interpretation. Radcliffe-Brown illustrates what he means with an 
example: 

A few years ago, as a result perhaps of re-defining social anthropology as the 
study, not of society, but of culture, we were asked to abandon this kind of inves- 
tigation in favour of what is now called 'culture contact.' In place of the study of 
the formation of new composite societies, we are supposed to regard what is 
happening in Africa as a process in which an entity called African culture comes 
into contact with an entity called Ellropean or Western culture, and a third new 
entity is produced . . . which is to be described as Westernized African c~~lture.  
To  me this seems a fantastic reification of abstractions. European culture is an 
abstraction and so is the cult~tre of an African tribe. I find it fantastic to  imagine 
these two abstractions coming into contact and by an act of generation producing 
a third abstraction. There is contact, bnt it is bertveetz h l ~ m n ~ t  beings, European 
and African, and it takes place within a definite structural arrangement (1940a, 
pp. 10-1 1 ;  emphases mine). 

This is a rather silly statement."£ course there is no such thing as 
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culture-customs, institutions, languages, works and forms of art, beliefs, 
tools, utensils, etc.-without the actions of human beings. It is true, also, 
that the culture of Western Europe was, in this example, brought into Africa 
by human beings who then camc into contact with peoples-natives of 
Africa. But the significant thing, from a nonbiological point of view, is not 
that human beings, human organisms, came into contact with one another 
but that their respective customs, beliefs, tools, techniques, etc., camc into 
contact with each other, interacted with each other, and produced definite 
observable effects or results. When an adult Frenchman comes to the 
United States as an immigrant and learns English, it is proper and mean- 
ingful to say that the French language comes into contact with the English 
language and produces an English dialect with a Frcnch accent. Unfortu- 
nately, Radcliffe-Brown allows the fact that man is essential to the existence 
of culture (as we have herc used this term), to obscurc the fact that hc is 
]lot necessary, or relevant, to a sciei~tific explmzation of changes nncl 190rirr- 
tions of  cultiil'es, their interactioizs avid syi~theses. 

If a science of culture is impossible, why was the principal course givcn 
by Radcliffe-Brown at the University of Chicago entitled "Anthropology 
21 1 : Thc Comparative Science of Culture"? Radcliffe-Brown described this 
course as "planned to provide an introduction to the social sciences." In thc 
words of one of his prominent students of the time, he considered this course 
as "his basic course; most of his other courses were specializations of it in 
one way or another." 

I t  follows logically from Radcliffe-Brown's definition (conception) of 
culture that he is "unable to attach any definite meaning to such phrases as 
thc evoIution of culture," but "thinks that social evolution is a reality which 
the social anthropologist should recognize and study" (1940a, p. 11; see 
also his essay, "Evolution, SociaI or Cultural?"). But it is not the evolution 
of society that makes intelligible the evolution of mathematics, or currency, 
or the steam engine; it is the evolution of systems of things, concepts, and 
techniques. Albert Einstein and Lcopold Infeld's The E~-olutio~l of Physics 
(1938)-a proper and justifiable title-is not a study of the evolution of 
social structure but of conceptual structure-of "knowledgc and belief," 
which Tylor lists as parts of culture (1929, [1871], p. 1 ) .  

In another placc, Radcliffe-Brown (1957) hedgcs considerably 011 the 
cl~lestion of a science of culture: 

While no complete science of culture is possible by itsclf, you can have ail 
independent scientific trcatment of certain aspects, of certain portions of cultljrc 
[Which of his numerous conceptions of culture he is using here is uncertain.]. 
They will not give you the final [What does he mean by this?] scientific conclu- 
sions, but they will give you a certain number of quite important provisional 
ones. The science of linguistics is a good example (p. 108). 

Therefore, it is possible to study language largely irrespective of a society's 
characteristics. Not con~pletely so . . . changes in the meanings of words may 
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often be traced directly to changes in the structure of the society, Nevertheless, 
I believe that linguistics stands apart as having a purlieu of its own (p. 143). 

Threc years after his 1937 seminar at the University of Chicago, Rad- 
cliffe-Brown (1940a, p. 7) repeats his observations rcgarding thc scicncc 
of linguistics: 

Thus the general comparative study of languages can be profitably carried out 
as a relatively independent branch of science, in which the language is considered 
in abstraction from the social structure of the community in which it is spoken. 

If language can be "considered in abstraction from the social structurc of 
thc community," why cannot mathematics, technology, currency, architec- 
ture, metallurgy, etc., be so considered? Radcliffe-Brown himsclf seems to 
admit this possibility. After discussing the possibilities and achievements of 
the scientific study of language as an "independent" enterprise, hc says: 
'1 think you can do the same with other aspects of culture" (1957, p. 108). 

Radcliffe-Brown focuscs upon society rather than upon culturc. "While 
I have defined social anthropology as the study of human society," says 
Radcliffe-Brown (1940, p. 2), "there are some who define it as the study 
of culture. It might be thought that this differcnce of definition is of minor 
importance. Actually it leads to two different kinds of study, bctween which 
it is hardly possible to obtain agreement in the formulation [and, wc would 
add, the solution] of problems." 

Wc agrec completely with this statement. There is a fundamental differ- 
ence between the study of society and social interaction (sociology) and 
the study of the interaction of culture traits (as Tylor defined culture and 
as Kroeber, Lowie, Wissler, and numerous other American anthropologists 
have used this term), which is culturology. As we have pointed out already 
in this essay, the significant thing is not the interaction of members of the 
species Homo sapiens; it is the interaction of customs, beliefs, tools, tech- 
niques, etc., which can be "considered in abstraction from the social struc- 
turc" just as Ianguage can be so considered. 

Thc failure of RadcIiffc-Brown to comprcl~cnd the culturologica1 point 
of view is unfortnnatc bccausc the cmergence of the scicncc of culturc 
marked an advancc in the scientific comprehension of "man and his works" 
(see White, "The Expansion of the Scope of Science," and other papers). 
It is all the morc unfortunate that Radcliffc-Brown felI short of a philosophic 
grasp of the premises and point of view of the science of culturc (outlined 
almost a century ago by E .  B. Tylor), because much of his interpretation 
of ethnographic data is culturological in spirit and procedure (White, 1949, 
p. 98). 

As a philosopher of science, Radcliffe-Brown has something to say about 
causation and explanation. In  1923 he said: 
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Now while ethnology with its strictly historical method can only tell us that 
certain things have happened, or have probably or possibly happened, social 
anthropology with its inductive generalizations can tell us lroiv nrld 11'Izy things 
happen, i.e., nccordirzg to tolmt laws (1923, p. 141; emphases mine). 

"Thc modern theoretical scientist," says Radcliffe-Brown (1957, p. 41), 
"excIudes the concept of cause from his scientific inve~tigation."~~ Now, 
then, are social phenomena to be explained? 

"The essence of induction,"'l he observes (1923, pp. 126-27), "is 
generalization: a particular fact is explained by being shown to be an 
example of a general rule." Are Seneca clans "explained by pointing out 
that they are particular examples of clan organization in general-or of a 
"principle of segmentation"? 

In "The Social Organization of Australian Tribes," Radcliffc-Brown 
wrote thc following: 

Professor Sapir has suggested that there is a correlation between the custorn of 
the Ievirate and the general principle of classificatory systems of terminology. 111 

that I think he is right, but I think he is in error in suggesting a direct causal 
relation between the two whereby the custom of classifying the father's brother 
with the father is regarded as the effect of the levirate. In general I believe that it 
is false procedure to look for the cause of one social institution in another par- 
ticular institution. In the present instance my own view is that both the levirate 
and the classificatory principle in terminology are tlre resrllts of the nctiorr o f  rc 
si~zgle sociologiccil principle, namely that which I have called the principle of the 
social equivalence of brothers. This principle is at ~vork, I believe, wherever we 
find the levirate and wherever we find a classificatory system of terminology. Its 
action is more effective in some societies than in others [why?], and it  is com- 
bined with the actiort o f  other principles. Thus in some societies we may find a 
classificatory system without the levirate [this, presumably, is due to the "action" 
of the classificatory principlel, and in others we may find the latter [the levirate] 
without the former [due, n o  doubt, to  the action of the principle of the levirate- 
or the principle of the equivalence of brothers] (Radcliffe-Brown, 1931b, p. 429; 
emphases mine). 

In another place in the same pubIication hc states that hc "regards cor- 
related systems as part of a system behind which are certain active prin- 
ciples, which not merely help to produce the iitstitutions at their origin but 
serve to maintain them in existence" ( 1931b, p. 441 ; emphases mine). 

A decade later he wrote: "The custom of marriage with this relativc is 
simply the reszrlt of the applicntion of the principle of the unity of the Iineagc 
in a system of patrilineal lineages" (1941, p. 14; see also p. 13; emphases 
mine). 

Why Radcliffe-Brown rejects the concept cause as an explanatory device 
but uses "principles" for this purpose is far from clear. If culture is an 
abstraction what is a principle? If culture is "a resication of an abstraction" 
as Radcliffe-Brown (1940a, pp. 10-11; 1957, p. 97) says it is, what is a 
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principle that "acts" to "producc institutions" and "scrvcs to maintain 
them"? 

Radcliffc-Brown hardly acquits hinlsclf with credit as a philosopher of 
science. 

Many scholars have rcmarkcd that Radcliffe-Brown was grcatly irtflu- 
cnced by Gmile Durkheim, and Radcliffe-Brown himself frequently testifies 
to this influence. Durkheim has also influenced the majority of contemporary 
anthropologists except members of the Boas schoo1.l' The reIationship be- 
tween Radcliffe-Brown and Durkheim, however, has taken 011 the quality of 
a legend. Some have attempted to identify, or at least to associate Radcliffc- 
Brown with Durkheim in a personal way. Radcliffe-Brown "had visited 
France about this time [ca. 1909-19101," says Fortes (1956, p. 150), "and 
had been in touch [sic] with Durkheim and Mauss . . ." If Radcliffc- 
Brown had actually met Durkheim personally, to say nothing of discussing 
sociological matters with him, unambiguous evidence of thc contact would 
scem expectable. Firth (1956, p. 301) states flatly that "he [Radcliffe- 
Brown] and Durkheim never met." Neverthclcss, Francc was Radcliffc- 
Brown's "intellectual home" as England was "his spiritual home" (Eggan 
and Warner, 1956, p. 545). 

Shortly before Radcliffc-Brown's death he gave to J. G. Peristiany, a 
British social anthropologist (Pcristiany, 1960), a lettcr datcd November 9, 
1913. The letter has been published in facsimile and in English translation 
by Peristiany (ibid). Although it does not bear Radcliffe-Brown's namc, 
the letter was unquestionably addressed to him, and thanks him for thc 
receipt of a paper on Australian social organization in which Radcliffe- 
Brown sets forth an interpretation different from that offered by Durkheim. 
The letter is signcd "E. Durkheim." The article sent to Durkheim was un- 
doubtedly Radcliffe-Brown's "Three Tribes of Western Australia" (Jourllal 
of the Royal Anrlrropological Institrlte, XLIII, 1913). No other lcttcr from 
Durkheim has been found among thc papcrs of Radcliffc-Brown, who "carc- 
fully preserved all letters rcccivcd from Mauss and other cmincnt sociolo- 
gists" (Peristiany, 1960, p. 3 19) .  

While similarities betwccn Radcliffc-Brown and Durkheim arc fairly 
numerous, Radcliffc-Brown did riot hcsitatc to say that Durkheirn had 
"failed" in a particular instancc or that his interpretation was inadcquatc in 
another. But thesc differenccs of conception or interpretation wcrc rclativcly 
insignificant when comparcd with the arcas of agreement. There is onc 
respect, howevcr, in which thc difference betwecn Radcliffe-Brown and 
Durkheim is radical and fundamental: Durkheim strove for, and gave ex- 
pression to, the conceptions of culturology; these not only lay beyond the 
grasp of Radcliffe-Brown but were explicitly opposed by him. 

Durkheim was talking about culture-culture in the Tylorean scnsc, cul- 
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ture as A. L. Krocbcr, R. H. Lowic, Clark Wisslcr, and a whole generation 
and more of American anthropoIogists have conceived of it-whcn he 
wrote: 

But we must remember that the greater part of our social institutions was be- 
queathed to us by former generations ([I9011 1938, p. xlv) . 

Collective representations are the result of an immense co-operation, which 
stretches out not only into space but into time as well; to make them, a multitude 
of minds have associated, united and combined their ideas and sentiments . . . 
([I9121 1947, p. 16). 

Durkheim had culture in mind whcn he wrote: "We need to investigate, 
by comparison of mythical themes, popular legends, traditions, languages, 
the manner in which social representations adhcre to and repel onc another, 
how they fuse or separate from one another, cte., . . ." ([1901] 1938, 
p. li). Durkheim does not think of culture as "a fantastic reification of 
abstractions." Hc docs not say that it is peoplc, or societies, that do thc 
interacting; for him it is the elcmcnts of the tradition called culture that 
interact. He says: 

Now this synthesis has the effect of disengaging a whole world of sentiments. 
ideas and imagcq which, once born, obey laws all their own. They attract each 
other, repel each other, unite, divide themselves, and multiply. . . . The life 
thus brought into being even enjoys so great an independence that it sometimes 
indulges in manifestations with no purpose or utility of any sort, for the mere 
pleasure of affirming itself (Durkheim, 119121 1947, p. 424). 

One could hardly find a better statement of the conception of culture as 
a process sui generis than the following: ". . . collective ways of acting or 
thinking have a reality outside the individuals who, at every moment of time 
conform to it. These ways of thinking and acting exist irz  tlzeir own right" 
([I9011 1938, p. lvi; emphasis mine). 

Many other statements of Durkheim makc it clear that his central concern 
was culture and not people. "The proposition which states that social facts 
are to be treated as things . . . [lies] at the very basis of our method" 
(Durkheim, [1901] 1935, p. xliii). "These ways of thinking and acting 
therefore constitute the proper domain of sociology" ( [ I  89.51 1938, p. 4). 
"Sociology can then be defined as thc science of institutions, of their genesis 
and of their functioning" ([I9011 1935, p. lvi) . He does not say societies 
of people; he refers to "institutions," and states that "social phenomena arc 
external to individuals" (ibid., p. xlvii). 

Let those who think of sociology as thc science of society note Durkheim's 
conception of society: 

First, it is not true that society is made up only of individuals; it also includes 
material things, which play an essential role in the common life. The social fact 
is sometimes so far materialized as to become an element of the external world. 
For  instance, a definite type of architecture is a social phenomenon; but it is par- 
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tially embodied in houscs and buildings of all sorts which, oncc constructed, be- 
come autonomous realities, independent of individuals. It is the same with the 
avenues of communication and transportation, with instruments and machincs 
used in industry or private life which express the state of technology at any 
moment in history, of written language, etc. Social life, which is thus crystallizecl, 
ar it were, and fixed on material supports, is by just so much externalized, and 
acts upon us from without ([I8971 1951, pp. 313-3 14).  

As we have seen earlier, Radcliffe-Brown regarded "European cutture," 
"West African culture," etc., as "fantastic reifications." He accused Durk- 
heim of "reification of the collective consciousness"-and rcgarded reifica- 
tion as a "fallacy" (Radcliffe-Brown, 1957, p. 97). To reify is, of coursc, 
to regard something whicl~ is izot a thing rrs a thing (see White, 1959c, p. 
239). This is precisely what Durlcheim docs ~ o t  do. "Social phenomena arc 
things and ought to be treated as things" (Durkheim, 1938, p. 27) .  To 
Durkheim, a custom, a way of thinking, and "machines used in industry," 
are not reifications; they are real things and events. It is a "fundamental 
principle" in Durkheim's science, that "social facts" havc an "objective 
reality . . . ultimately, everything rests on this principle and grows out of 
it" ([1901] 1938, p. lvii). In line with his conception of culture as a rcifi- 
cation, Radcliffe-Brown (1957, p. 30) observes: "You will not, for instance, 
say of culture patterns that they act upon an individual, which is as absurd 
as to hold a quadratic equation capable of committing a murder." 

A quadratic equation may not be capable of committing a murdcr, but a 
"social fact"-a cultural tradition-can cause a person to commit suicidc: 
hara-kiri. Radcliffe-Brown fails completely to comprehend, to accept and 
use, the culturological point of view and its techniques of interpretation as 
set forth by Durkheim. 

How far removed Radcliffe-Brown is from the thinking of the grcat 
French savant may be seen in the following: 

Here, then, is a category of facts with very distinctive characteristics: it con- 
sists of ways of acting, thinking, and feeling external to the individual, and en- 
dowed with a power of coercion, by reason of which they control him (Durh- 
heim, [I8951 1938, p. 3 ). 

Collective tendencies [culture in motion] have an existence of their own; they 
are forces as real as cosmic forces, though of another sort; they, likewise, affect 
the individual from without, though through other channels (Durkheim, /I8971 
1951, p. 309). 

As wc havc previously noted, Radcliffe-Brown argues that a culture trait 
cannot "cause" anything, but that a "principle" can. He rejects Sapir's sug- 
gestion that there is a causal relationship between the institution of the levi- 
rate and "the general principle of classificatory systems of terminology" 
(Radcliffe-Brown, 1931b, p. 429). Instead, he says, "both . . . are the 
results of the action of a single sociological principle. . . ." How different 
from Durkhcim: "The determining cause [sic] of a social fact sl~ould bc 
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sought among social facts preceding it . . ." (Durkheim, 1936, p. 110). 
We are not here arguing that the levirate "caused" the "classificatory'' 

system of terminology; there may be a better explanation. In a termit~ologi- 
cal system in which a person calls his cross cousins by a term which means 
also "spouse," wc may justifiably look for the presence of cross-cousin 
marriage, or reasonably infer its forn~er existence. The principle of causality 
is pertinent herc-and we know which is the cart and which the horse. A 
people do not resort to cross-cousin marriage in order to give meaning to a 
terminological usage; the terminology is a consequence of a particular form 
of marriage; wc do not "explain" both as thc results of the action of a single 
sociological principle. 

To Radcliffe-Brown societies of individual human beings arc the inde- 
pendent variable; the external tradition that we call culturc is the dependent 
variable. "You can study culture only as a clzaracteristic o f  a socinl system. 
Therefore, if you arc going to havc a science, it I I ? M S ~  be a scieizce of social 
.s~istems," is. ,  not of culture (Radcliffc-Brown, 1957, p. 106; emphases 
mine). Hc remarks further: 

. . . you cannot hnvc the continuity of c~iltzire without continuity of social 
structure. The social structure consists of the social behavior of actual individual 
human beings, who are N prio1.i to the existence of culture. Therefore if you study 
culture, you are always studying the acts of tlte behavior of n specific set of 
pcisorts who are linked together in a social structure" (Radcliffe-Brown, 1957, 
pp. 107-8; emphasis mine). 

(Wc assume that by a priori Radcliffe-Brown meant "prior to," although the 
dictionary docs not warrant this usage.) 

Radcliffc-Brown states ( 1957, p. 107 ) , "Culture cannot exist of itself 
evcn for a moment." To be sure, culture could not exist without man. But, 
as we have pointed out, Radcliffe-Brown allows the self-evident fact that 
nlan is necessary for the existence of culture to obscure the fundamental fact 
that man is not necessary for a scientific explanation of variations of culture. 
We do not explain the institutions of polygyny or monogamy in terms of thc 
"social behavior of actual individual human beings who are a priori [ i .~ . ,  
prior to] to the existence" of these institutions. On the contrary, we explain 
the behavior of "the actual h ~ ~ m a n  beings" as the result of the action of an 
external, coercive tradition of "ways of thinking and acting" (i.c., culture) 
upon them. And we explain the institutions of polygyny and monogamy in 
terms ot the interactive culture-process in which social facts, as things, as 
crllture traits, "attract each other, repel each other, unitc, dividc themselves 
and multiply" (Durkheim, [ I9  121 1947, p. 424). 

When The Rules o f  Sociological Metlzod "appeared for the first time," 
wrote Durkhcim in the preface to the second edition, "it aroused lively con- 
troversy. Cr~rrent thought, shaken out of itself, resisted at first so loudly that 
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for a time it was almost impossible for us to make ourselves heard" ([1901] 
1938, p. xli). He goes on to say, also, that he was thoroughly misundcrstoorl 
on important issues: "On the very points on which we had expressed our- 
selves most explicitly, views were freely attributed to us which had nothing 
in common with our own; . . . . Our critics . . . imputed to us certain 
opinions that we had never upheld . . ." (ibid., p. xli). 

It  is not surprising that Durkheim was misunderstood and resisted. He 
presented bold and radical doctrines, and he unfortunately phrased cultur- 
ological philosophy in psychological terms : "group mind (E'ime collective) " 
(Durkheim, 1938, p. 8 ) ;  "collective conscience"; "collectivc scntiments" 
(p. 96), etc. Thc culturological point of vicw is diffic~~lt enough for many 
social scientists to comprehend when it is set forth in adequatc terminology 
and simple prosc (see Whitc, 1947b; Ch. 14, "The Science of Culturc," in 
White, 1949; White, 1959c; Whitc, 1963b). But when it is disguised in an 
inadequate and thereforc misleading terminology, the difficulties of com- 
prehension are increased cnormous1y. Only thosc who havc a clear conccp- 
tion of a science of culture, as Tylor first dcfined and outlined it long ago, 
are able to "decode" The Rzlles of Sociological Metllocl. 

Why did not Durkheim use the tcrm culture? He was thoroughly familiar 
with E. B. Tylor's Primitive Czlltrri.e, as references to this work in The Ele- 
mentary Forms of the Religious Life make abundantly clear. He was wcll 
acquainted, of course, with the tradition of kz(1tzrrgeschichte in Germany. He 
may even have read the works of Gustav Klemm (rlllgemeine Cz~ltui.wisseil- 
schaft, 1854-55). But French scholars have avoided, apparently deliberately, 
the word culture. "There are st21 great civilized nations-the French, for 
instance-who refuse to admit the word 'culture' into their intellectual 
vocabulary" (Kroeber, 1949, p. 182). E. B. Tylor's Primitive Citltzlre has 
been translated La Civilisatio~z Primitive (Paris, 1876, 1878). Pcrhaps 
Durkheim was influenced in this mattcr by the example set by August 
Comte, who coined the term sociology. Whatever the reason, Durkheim did 
not avail himself of this all important term1" and concept: culture as dis- 
tinguished from society; cultzrral as distinguished from s ~ c i n l . ~ ~ a d c l i f f c -  
Brown has followed Durkheim in this scrious shortcoming. 

Thus we see that, although thcrc arc sinularities between Radcliffe-Brown 
and Durkheim, there is a fundamental diffcrencc. Radcliffe-Brown not only 
missed the point of what scems to me Durkheim's most important theoreti- 
cal contribution, bur doggcdly opposed it. This fact is noted by A. P. Elkin: 

Professor White's theory and method would seem to be a logical development 
of Durkheim's approach. I t  is therefore most interesting that Radcliffe-Brown 
would have nothing of it. For him there can be no science of culture, and yet he 
was a recognized and self-proclaimed exponent and developer of Durkheim's 
theories (1958, p. 167). 

Despite the numerous criticisms of Radcliffe-Brown that we have made, 
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in our opinion there is IIO question of his importance in the history of modern 
anthropology. He was the leader of a considerable group of productive 
scholars for a matter of decades. He undoubtedly did much to recruit these 
scholars ("imparting to students the thrill of new discovery and the desire 
to join in the task of further research," as Fortes, 1949, p. v, has remarked). 
They looked to him for inspiration, guidance and support: "Essentially, 
what Radcliffe-Brown . . . [didj over this long period ["over forty 
years"] was to guide and lead the development of social anthropology as a 
discipline" (Firth, 1956, p. 301 ) . 

We believe that Radcliffe-Brown's importance lay in the fact that he was 
prominent and influential in a socicd orgcrnization of scholars rather than in 
his contributions to scientific fact or theory. He added little to science's 
stock of ethnographic fact. He made no significant discovery such as, for 
example, the discovery of the classificatory sysrem of kinship terminology. 
He originated virtually nothing in the matter of ethnological theory, despite 
claims to the contrary. He was not the first to employ nontemporal inter- 
pretations of sociocultural systems; neither he nor Malinowski "invented" 
F~~nctionalism. On the other hand, he cxcrted himself to disparage evolu- 
tionist and historical interpretations-which he confused with each other- 
and to discourage other scholars from engaging in these potentially fruitful 
endeavors. Whatever validity may be given to the claims that Radcliffe- 
Brown was "the creator of modern social anthropology" derives, it seems to 
us, from his role in a social movement-a school. He "established social 
anthropology as a reputable academic study in some of the most famous 
universities in the English-speaking world, and elsewhere," as Fortes (1956, 
pp. 152-153) has stated. We believe that Elkin has characterized Radcliffe- 
Brown's role most succinctly. He "was a starter and a stirrer . . . [he] 
excelled in this role, a very valuable and important one" (Elkin, 1956, 
p. 239). 

Schools nild Clllts 

It  is not our aim here to undertake a general scientific study of the social 
phenomena of schools and cults. They have long been numerous in Western 
culture and they have common characteristics: a charismatic leader, follow- 
ers, and a body of doctrine. As schools or cults, they must have allegiances, 
loyalty, esprit de corps, and solidarity. They may flourish in a variety of 
fields, the revolutionary labor movement, religion, and in philosophy and 
science. The numerous utopian societies, such as Brook Farm and the 
Oneida Community, that flourished in the United States in the nineteenth 
century provide other and very interesting examples of cult-formation. O m  
concern here, however, is with schools in science in general and in the field 
of nonbiological anthropoIogy in particular. 
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The German-Austrian Kulturkreis school is instructive. It came into being 
in the closing years of the nineteenth century and the early years of the 
twentieth century. Philosophically considered, it was a reaction against the 
doctrines of the psychic unity of mankind and the independent development 
of culture among various peoples and in diverse rcgions. In short, it was rt 

reaction against cultural evolutionisn~. It substituted the process of diffusion 
for that of evolution: cultural similarities in noncontiguous regions were to 
be accounted for in terms of diffusion rather than of independent develop- 
ment. 

Friedrich Ratzel (1844-1904) is cited by most historians as the one who 
initiated the movement which became the Kulturkreis school, first under thc 
leadership of Fritz Graebner (1877-1934), and later, of Father Wilhelm 
Schmidt (1868-1954). But the doctrine of diffusion did not originate with 
Ratzel. E. B. Tylor employed it, as an explanatory device, frequently and in 
a bold manner. Lewis H. Morgan elevated diffusion to the level of a major 
process of culture change (see White, 1945b, pp. 341-343). What, then, 
did Ratzel do, what did he contribute? An examination of the role of the 
individual in the culture process will help us to find a plausible answer. 

Our culture inclines us to hold the anthropocentric view that it is "the 
leader" who does things; he initiates, creates, establishes, builds. But one 
cannot be a king without subjects. The immaturity of the science of culture 
at the present time does not make it possible for us adequately to explain 
the formation of schools, but we would certainly want to begin with the con- 
ception of a sociocult~~ral process within which the school-both leader and 
followers, master and disciples-is formed. To "explain" Mormonism in 
terms of the individuality of Joseph Smith or Brigham Young is as superfi- 
cial as it is easy. The sociocultural, or economic-political, process may 
c.r.errrte a leader, or at least select an individual and elevate him to a position 
of leadership, as in the case of the German nation and Adolph Hitler, or the 
lJnited States and Abraham Lincoln. There is point to saying that followei\ 
often precede (antedate) their leader. 

The foregoing considerations help us to understand Ratzel's role in the 
history of ethnological theory. Cultural evolutionism had had a long ancl 
successful run in England, Germany, and the United States where it was n 
distinct, coherent conceptuaI tradition. An awareness of the diffusion oE 
culture and of its significance was not wanting. It was merely dormant, so 
to speak; it did not constitute an organized conceptual tradition. For reasons 
which we cannot explain, diffusionism became a coherent, integrated con- 
ceptual tradition irz the 1890's. Perhaps it was an instance in erhnologicaI 
theory of "the pendulum effect": when one theory has advanced to a certain 
point a reaction sets in and a rival theory takes the field. This, apparently, 
is what happened when the Diffusionist school was born. Ratzel happened 
to be the forerunner, Graebner-and later, Father Schmidt-the leaders. 
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The "Functionalist" school, too, may well have originated as an intellec- 
tual-cultural reaction against evolutionism, historical reconstruction, and 
psychological interpretation, as Srinivas (1958, pp. xi-xii), Temple (1922), 
and Firth (1956, p. 294) have suggested. 

We should distinguish between a mere conceptual school and a concep- 
tual-social group school. The Evolutionist school was merely a body of 
doctrine, or theory; it was not a schooj in the sociological sense: there was 
no cult of a Ieader and disciples. Rut the Kulturkreis school was a social 
organization as well as a doctrine. 

The organization and conduct of academic life is conducive to the forma- 
tion of schools. A professor, especially if he is aggressive and lias a charis- 
matic personality, tends to attract some students and to repel others; thc 
process is selective from the start. In addition to according the professor 
their admiration and respect, the students come to look to him for assistance 
in obtaining funds for field work, for recommendations for teaching posi- 
tions, and for guidance and help in the publication of their work. The stu- 
dents enhance their prestige by identifying themselves with the master and 
by fostering solidarity among then~selves. By contrast, it is interesting to 
note that some eminent men, such are Darwin, Spencer, and Morgan, werc 
not university professors and did 11or become leaders of schools. 

We are now better prepared to understand the schools of both Boas and 
Radcliffe-Brown. Both were social organizations. The Boas school was a 
"closed society," as we have seen. One belonged or he didn't; and some 
persons could not get in. In the school of Radcliffe-Brown, the unity and 
integrity of the socia1 group was affected by the co-existence of Malinow- 
ski; there was a sharing of disciples until the latter's death when, as we have 
seen, the followers of Malinowski returned to Radcliffe-Brown. In both 
cases, the schools were social movements as well as doctrines in action. How 
these social movements, within the field of scholarship, are to be explained, 
specificalIy and in detail, is a question that I am not prepared to answer- 
any more than I can explain the origin of Mormonism or the Oneida Com- 
munity. I am confident, however, that the explanation m11st be culturologi- 
cal, not psychological or anthropocentric. 

Are schools "good" or "bad"? Do they further the interests of science or 
are their influences injurious to its cause? The answer is probably that some- 
thing may be said for both sides. The "establishing of social anthropology 
as a reputable academic study in the most famous universities in the English- 
speaking world, and elsewhere"-no mean achievcaent-may be attributed 
to the school of Radcliffe-Brown. As one who observed the phenomenon at 
cIose range for a number of years, I would say that in the United States the 
Functionalist school, under the leadership of both Radcliffe-Brown and 
Malinowski, injected new Iife and spirit along with a definite, positive goal 
into the arena of an arid and worn-out Boasism.l5 
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Franz Boas, also, helped to establish anthropology in American univer- 
sities and did much to stimulate field research. But so far as constructive 
and progressive achievements in the realm of science-its philosophy, out- 
look, and goals-are concerned, there is precious little with which the Boas 
school can be credited. On the contrary, we believe that Boas' i~ifluence was 
reactionary and antiscientific at some points, such as for example, his atti- 
tude toward cultural evolutionism. This is not to say, of course, that no good 
anthropological work was done by individual members of the school of Boas. 
Good work was certainly done. But, I believe, the cult of Boas tended to 
constrict rather than to extend these achievements. 

From the standpoint of the welfare and progress of science I believe that 
the effect of schools may be injurio~~s, and we would so label the schools of 
Boas and Radcliffe-Brown. The injection of nonscientific elements-pzr- 
sonality, character, father figures, loyalty, devotion, worship, charisma, 
closed-group solidarity-into a scientific enterprise can be exceedingly 
harmful. For  one thing, it establishes a falsc, or  at the very least an unreal- 
istic, conception of the science-that it was created by its leader. The scl?ool 
has its folklore (Boas, the Physicist; Radcliffe-Brown, the Durlheimian). 
For another, the doctrines of the school constitute "the only true faith" for 
its members; all other doctrines are false, trivial, or irrelevant, and there- 
fore must be opposed or ignored.16 The school sets the goals of endeavor, 
and these, like the doctrines, are the only valid ones to pursue. Each school 
has a monopoly of the "roads to truth." Finally, and most unfortunate of 
all, are the judgments and evaluations made by the school of its own achieve- 
ments. Distortion, misrepresentation and even perversion of fact and truth 
have been the sorry fruit of the social organization of ethnological theory. 

Schools are as mortal as the individuals who conlpose them. Eventually 
the leader must pass from the scene, and one by one the disciples folIow in  
death as they did in life, Then science is released and a free play of concepts, 
goals, and values again becomes possible. The personification of human 
endeavor has been with us for a long time; it is an expression of the age-old 
philosophy of anthropomorphisn~ and anthropocentrism. Whether or not 
this has been an advantage-has had biological survival value-to societies 
in the past-in religion, politics, and war-is a question that we shall not go 
into here. But personification in science has had, we believe, a stultifying 
and distorting effect. Schools in cultural anthropology have been means of 
mobilizing human effort and of providing it with inspiration and incentive. 
But their effect upon this science-its premises, goals, and the evaluation of 
its achievements-has been on the whole unfortunate. Perhaps with in- 
creased maturation our science may provide its own incentives and loyalties, 
determine its own goals, and establish its own criteria of values. 
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NOTES 

1. This is an anthropon~orphic way of saying it. It would be just as proper to say that 
concepts "held" Calileo, and thal the interactive conceptual process, which i5 
5ocial as well as individuaI in dimen.;ions. formulated laws in the nervous system 
of Kepler. 

2. "He [Morgan] wa5 the first anthropologist to organize systeruatic field lesearch to 
solve def~nite scientific problems" (Frecl Eggan, "Lewis H. Morgan and the Future 
of the American Inclian," Proceetlil~g\ of the A ~ ~ l e r i c  c ~ r r  Pllilo.~ophical Society, 109 
[19651), 272). 

3. In his later yeais, Boas expressed a diffcrcnt view oE the scliability of tribal tradi- 
tion: "The tradition of primitive people is an unsafe grlide for thc rcconstr~iction of 
history . . ." (p. 668). "More often remote tradition becomes fantastic and inter- 
mingled with mythical tales. Taler of migrations ale particularly liable to be purely 
i~nythological" ("Methods of liescarch," in Gorr,rnl A ~ ~ t l r ~ o ~ ~ o l o g y ,  F ~ a n z  Boas, ed. 
[Boston, 19381, p. 669). 

4. 1 have discovci-ed tipon mow than onc occasion tha t  mcrcly to rncntion that a 
scholar is a Jcw is to expose one's sclf to the suspicion-or accusation-of anti- 
Semitism. T o  cite a recent example: I quoted the foregoing passage from John 
Sholtz in "'Indivicluality and Individualism: a CuIt~nrological Interpretation" ( T e x a s  
Q~rcrrterly, Vol. 6 [Summer, 19631; scprinted in Irriloce~~ce n11d Power, Gordon 
Mills, ed. [Austin, 19651). A reviewer (American) injected this passage into a 
review of ~11ot1ler lt'orli o f  r~lilze ( M C I I L ,  74 [March-April, 19641, 63) with the 
comment that it was "open to a less charitable interpretation'-less charitable, 
that is, than his judgment upon another point in my work which he  found "at best, 
ilnsubstantiated." 

John Sholtz may himself be Jewish. H e  was writing in "a Jewish Magazine." H e  
said nothing derogatory about the role of Jews in American anthropology. Quite 
the contrary: he found them "easily the leaders in the field." I t  is not clear t o  m e  
why anyone. regardless of his religious faith or ethnic background, should take 
offense to Sholtz' statement or  to my use of it. 

5. By "scientific" here I believe that Iiadcliffe-Brown and his st~ldents meant "non- 
temporal" as distingoished from historicaI. 

6. In T h e  So~irrl Orgnnizntiorl of Arl~tralicrr~ T I  ihes Iiadcliffe-Brown places the sys- 
tems of kinrhip terminoIogy of the Kariera and Aranda tribes in an  evolutionary 
sequence (p. 452). I believe he justifies this with both evidence and reason. Lowie 
has called attention to this instance of evolutionary-or conjectural as Radcliffe- 
Brown worlld call it-interpretation (1937, p. 226). 

7. Lowie's judgment (1937. p. 224) is that some of Radcliffe-Brown's nonten~poral 
generalizations (about clanless societies and totemic ceremonials, etc.) "remain 
quite ar unverified as the historical hypotheses against which . . . [he] inveighs. 
Secondly, the pri~nary generalization offered is a trite statement of certain descrip- 
tive facts. It does not even pretend to explain those very important rituals which 
do not purport any bearing on the food supply." 

8. In  1950-51 Radcliffe-Brown gave a series of lecturcs on "Philosophical Prolegom- 
ena of the Social Sciences" (Firth, 1956, p. 300). 

9. This passage is omitted in the reprinting of "On Social Structure" in Strlrctlcre nllcl 
F l i ~ ~ r t i o ~ l  i n  Pririzitive Society. 

10. 11 is  true that some physicists, such as Sir James Jeans, Trving Langm~~i r ,  et al., 
have ~ejectcd the concept of cause, but this is far from true for all "modern theo- 
retical scientists," o r  evcn physicists in general. I n  the ycar preceding Radcliffe- 
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Brown's 1937 acminar at the University of Chicago, in which his statement about 
causality was made, the Nobel prize-winning physicist, Max Planck, wrote: 

It is true that the law of causality cannot be demonstrated ally more than 
it  can be logically refuted: it is neither correct nor incorrect; it is a he~iristic 
principle; it points the way, and in my opinion it is the most valuable pointcr 
that we possess in ordci lo find a path through thc co~~fiision of events, and 
in order to know in what direction scientific investigation must proceed so 
that it shall reach useful rcsults (The  Philosophy oj P l~ys i~s ,  [New York, 
19361, pp. 82-83). 

11. "We now realize, with special clarity," wrote Albert Einstein, "how much in error 
are those theorists who believe that theory comes inductively from experience" 
("Physics and Reality," The jonrrial o f  the Frat~Xlin Irlstitule, VoI. 221, No. 3 
[1936], 360). "There is no inductive method which could lead to the fundamental 
concepts of physics. Failure to understand this fact constituted the basic philo- 
sophical error of so many investigators of the nineteenth century. . . . Logical 
thinking is necessarily deductive; it is based upon hypothetical concepts and 
axioms" (ibid., pp. 365-66). 

12. See, e.g., Kazuta Kurauchi's essay, "Durkheim's Influence on Japanese Sociology," 
in Emile Drlrlchebiz, 1858-1917, Kurt H .  Wolff, ed. (Columbus, Ohio, 1960). 

13. Without having undertaken systematic search, I have noted the word culture in thc 
English translations of Les Rsgles de la M6thode Soeiologiqlle (p. 9 of the transla- 
tion) and Les Formes Blbncrttrrire~ rle la Vie Religierlse (p. 93 of the English 
translation). In the former instance, "culture" is the English rendering of "pht- 
nomknes sociaux"; in the second case "culture" appears in ". . . sociCtCs les 
plus diffirentes par la nature et le degrt de culture. . . ." 

14. For years A. L. Kroeber frequently used social instcad of crrltrlral, or used the 
words interchangeably: "And I was still so crude," he wrote in 1948, "as to call 
them [i.e., "cultural phenomena"] 'social' half the time when I obviously mcant 
'cultural'!" (Kroeber, "White's View of Culture," Ainericarl Arlfhropologist, L 
[1948], 413, fn. 24; reprinted in Kroeber, The Nrrtrlre of Cultrire), 

15. In  1923 Edward Sapir wrote the following to Robert H. Lowie: "How melancholy 
it is to realize that his [Boas'] practical influence in American anthropology is now 
all but rlil!" (Letters fro112 Edi~~nrtl Sclpir lo Robert H .  Loivic, with an Introduction 
[I9561 and Notes by Robert H. Lowie [published in m~rltigraph form by Luella 
Cole Lowie, 19651, p. 46). 

16. In 1945 I published an essay, "History, Evol~ltionism and Functionalism: Three 
Types of Interpretation of Culture" (Soutlut~esterri Jozlrrlal of Anthropology, I 
[1945], 221-248) in which I argued that all three of these kinds of interpretation 
are equally valid. As far as I know, this was the first time that such a point of 
view had bcen made explicit, at lcast among English-speaking anthropologists. 
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